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ABSTRACT 
A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE EXTENSIONAL RHEOLOGY OF COMPLEX 
FLUIDS 
 
FEBRUARY 2010 
 
MANOJKUMAR CHELLAMUTHU, B.SC., UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 
 
M.SC., COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, GUINDY 
 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Jonathan P. Rothstein 
 
 
Non-Newtonian fluids play an important role in our daily life. The visco-elastic 
nature of these fluids comprises a class of materials found in variety of items ranging from 
food, to plastic products, to the cosmetic products. The design and tunability of non-
Newtonian fluids is only possible through an understanding of their complex dynamics and 
rheology. In this thesis, a filament stretching rheometer is used to investigate the 
extensional rheology of three important classes of complex visco-elastic fluids namely 
surfactants, suspensions and polymers.  
Surfactants with their unique molecular amphiphilic chemistry allow them to form 
long wormlike micellar structures, which behave like a “living polymer”. In our 
experiments we have chosen to focus on the mixed anionic (NaOA) and cationic (C8TAB) 
surfactants to obtain both linear and branched wormlike micelles. Our measurements 
demonstrate that branched micelles do not strain harden as much as linear micelles. We 
have proposed that results are likely due to the new stress relief mechanisms available to 
branched micelles which appear to be extremely efficient in extensional flows.  
 vii 
We have performed experiments to study the extensional properties of shear-
thickening colloidal suspensions of silica in polypropylene glycol as a function of 
concentration and extension rate. Our results demonstrate that at a critical extension rate, 
there is a dramatic increase in both the rate and magnitude of the strain hardening with 
increasing extension rate. The observed results are due to the formation of strings aligned 
in the flow direction, similar to the mechanism postulated to explain the shear thickening 
of these fluids. This hypothesis is confirmed by small angle light scattering measurements.  
Finally, we have investigated the extensional flow-induced crystallization of 
commercial grade poly 1-butene polymer melts. We quantified the degree of crystallinty of 
the stretched polymers obtained from differential scanning calorimetry measurements to 
help interpret the role of homogeneous extensional flows in crystallization dynamics.  Our 
results showed a dramatic 70% increase in crystallinity with increasing extension rate 
compared to quiescent case. These observations clearly demonstrate the ability of 
extensional flows to enhance the nucleation rate and crystallization kinetics of the poly 1-
butene samples. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Fluid dynamics in daily life 
Fluid dynamics is the science that deals with the research of the motion of gases 
and liquids. Dynamics of fluids is already a very old topic in physics. Leonardo da Vinci 
(1452-1519) was already fascinated by a falling water jet in a bucket. His well-known 
sketch of a water jet issuing from a square hole in the pool illustrated the complexity of 
fluid flow in a very simple application (GAD-EL-HAK 1998). A complete understanding 
of the flowing fluids is still complicated and it is an emerging area for the academic 
world to discover the mysteries of the motion of fluids. Many practical applications are 
based on the physics of fluid dynamics. A number of important areas of fluid dynamics 
include aerodynamics, turbulence, multi-phase flow, rheology and so on. In this thesis we 
restrict ourselves with rheology. 
Rheology is a relatively young division of fluid dynamics. The field was formally 
introduced in 1929 by Eugene Cook Bingham (a chemist) at Lafayette College in Easton, 
Pennsylvania based on a suggestion by his visiting colleague, Markus Reiner (an 
engineer)(Tanner 1998). Rheology is broadly defined as “the study of deformation and 
flow of matter under the influence of an applied stress”. A rheological measurement tells 
one how “hard” or “soft” a material is or it indicates how “fluid-like” or “solid-like” it is. 
These characteristics of a material depend on the time scale at which the material is 
probed (Larson 1999). The main emphasis of rheology is to study the materials that exist 
between classic extremes of a Hookean elastic solid and viscous Newtonian fluid. The 
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materials of this kind do not follow the simple constitutive law, known as a Newtonian 
fluid. Most of these particular materials generally have both elastic and viscous 
properties. Many of these complex fluids are viscoelastic because they are “solids” at 
short times and “liquids” at long times. The characteristic time required for them to 
change from solid to liquid may vary from fraction of a second to days, or even years, 
depending on the fluid. Examples of complex fluids include polymer melts and solutions, 
surfactant micellar solutions, suspensions and glass-forming liquids (Larson 1999). These 
non-Newtonian fluids play an important role in the manufacturing and application of 
many consumer products: in the molding of plastic bottles, spinning synthetic fibers for 
clothing industries, and the production of paints. Applications are also present in the 
design of machine mounts and damping devices, agrochemical spraying, inkjet printing 
and enhanced oil recovery. Therefore, because of the ever-increasing commercial 
importance of these fluids, a better understanding of the rheological behavior of these 
complex fluids is needed.  
1.2 Simple shear and shear free flows 
The two simplest type of flows are shear flow and elongational flow. Shear flows 
are those that shear fluid elements. Elongational flows are those that elongate or stretch 
the fluid elements. Figure 1-1 shows the schematic diagram of each of these types of 
flow. In the shear flows, the distance between local fluid elements move apart linearly in 
time and the rate-of-strain tensor γ  given by 
                            
0 1 0
1 0 0 ( )
0 0 0
y x tγ γ
 
 
=  
 
 
                                        (1.1) 
where yxγ  is the shear rate.                                                                                                                                             
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                          (a)                                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 1-1: Examples of (a) simple shear and (b) shearfree flow fields. In (a) V is the velocity 
of the top plate, h is the gap between the plates, and the bottom plate is fixed. The nominal shear 
rate is γ=V/h . In (b), initially cylindrical fluid elements deform as uniform cylinders during 
simple uniform elongation [Bird (1987)]. 
 
In the case of elongational flows there is no rotational component and local fluid 
elements move apart exponentially with time, resulting in much stronger deformation. 
The rate-of-strain tensor contains only diagonal components, and is given by  
 
                                       
(1 ) 0 0
0 (1 ) 0 ( )
0 0 2
b
b tγ ε
− + 
 
= − − 
 
 
                                               (1.2) 
where b denotes the type of elongational flow. The experimental details presented in this 
thesis will be concerned with uniaxial elongational flows, in which b=0 and the 
extensional rate , ( ) 0tε > (Bird et al 1987). When compared to shear flows, the response 
of the non-Newtonian fluids is dramatically different in strong extensional flows. In 
contrast to a Newtonian fluid, in which the extensional viscosity, Eη , is three times as 
large as steady shear viscosity, 0η  
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                                      03Eη η=                                                                                   (1.3)                                           
  
The extensional viscosities of a polymer liquid is much larger than shear 
viscosity(McKinley & Sridhar 2002a). This extreme strain hardening of polymeric 
liquids directly contributes to much of the industrial processing flows such as fiber 
spinning, film blowing and blow moulding. However, pure shearfree i.e extensional 
flows are generally much more difficult in practice than shear flows, especially for 
‘mobile or low viscosity fluids such as polymer solutions and micellar solutions (James 
& Walters 1994). Extensional rheometry is currently a subject of intense interest, and the 
focus of this thesis is a filament stretching device, a particular extensional rheometer 
which is capable of imposing homogenous uniaxial extensional flows in mobile visco-
elastic fluids(McKinley & Sridhar 2002a). 
1.3 Motivation for Extensional Rheology  
The response of a viscoelastic fluid to an extensional or ‘strong’ flow can be 
drastically different from the shear response(Rothstein & McKinley 2002c). For this 
reason, extensional rheology has produced great developments within the complex fluids 
community. Several types of devices have been used to measure the apparent extensional 
viscosity of complex visco-elastic fluids. The devices include contraction and converging 
flows, stagnation point flows and spinning and stretching flows. Unfortunately, the 
majority of these flow devices have drawbacks such as unknown strain history, difficulty 
of making transient measurements, and nonhomogeneous flow, in other words, some 
degree of shearing exists in the flow-field (Gupta & Sridhar 1988; James & Walters 
1994). A round-robin experiments was attempted to quantify the differences between 
many of these devices by comparing measurements from around the world on a common  
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test fluid, M1(Sridhar 1990). The investigation revealed that at a given extension rate, the 
different devices can yield widely different results. James and Walters compiled a plot 
from this study which is shown in Figure 1-2. The Figure 1-2 shows over three decades 
of variation in measurements of extensional viscosity, Eη , as a function of imposed strain 
rate, ε , for the same test fluid (James & Walters 1994). The results of the round robin 
study of the common M1 test fluid showed that a new device was needed to overcome the 
drawbacks of earlier devices and allow systematic study of other dependant variables. 
 
Figure 1-2: Apparent Extensional Viscosity measured in various devices for a common test 
fluid, M1. Reproduced from [ James and Walters (1994)]. 
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In 1990, a ‘falling plate’ device was introduced by Matta and Tytus which would 
subsequently evolve in to filament stretching apparatus. As shown in Figure 1-3, Matta 
and Tytus were able to generate pure extensional flow and directly measure the tension in 
the fluid filament during stretching by simply placing a small amount of fluid between 
two circular plates and allowing the bottom plate to fall due to gravity. 
    
Figure 1-3: Falling cylinder device used by Matta and Tytus to measure the extensional behavior 
of viscoelastic liquids. Reproduced from [Matta and Tytus (1990)]. 
 
Tirtaatmadja and Sridhar (Tirtaatmadja et al 1997) later developed a similar 
device inspired by the work of Matta and Tytus. They developed a device to allow the 
separation of the two end plates to be controlled, in which one can impose a nearly ideal 
uniaxial elongation flow and observe the evolution of stress in single fluid element from 
equilibrium to steady state (Sridhar & Gupta 1991; Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1993). More 
recently, the filament stretching rheometer has been demonstrated as an accurate device 
for imposing a homogeneous and uniaxial extensional flow (Anna et al 2001). A filament 
stretching rheometer is capable of measuring the transient evolution of stress of the fluid 
filament from equilibrium to full extension. We will discuss about the elongational 
response of the complex fluids in the following chapters. 
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1.4 Specific Complex Viscoelastic Fluids 
The experiment detailed in this thesis focus on the extensional rheology of three 
important classes of complex fluids: surfactant wormlike micelles, suspensions and 
polymer melts. These complex fluids are used widely in an array of everyday products 
and materials. Extensional rheology of all the test fluids is investigated using a filament 
stretching rheometer.  
1.4.1 Surfactant Wormlike Micelles 
Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules which have both a hydrophilic head which 
is often charged and a relatively short hydrophobic tail.  When the surfactant molecules 
are dissolved in water above their critical micelle concentration (CMC), they can 
spontaneously self-assemble into large aggregates known as micelles.(Israelachvili 1985; 
Larson 1999; Rehage & Hoffmann 1991)  These large aggregates can form a number of 
different complex shapes depending on the size of the surfactant head group, the length 
and number of tails, the charge on the surfactant, the salinity of the solution, and the flow 
conditions.(Israelachvili 1985)  Of interest to us are surfactants which tend to form 
wormlike micelles as seen in Figure 1-4 because at large enough surfactant concentration 
these wormlike micelles can grow very long, become flexible and entangle thereby 
making the solution viscoelastic much like polymer solutions. Viscoelastic wormlike 
micelle solutions are currently being used in variety of applications including many 
household and cosmetic products, rheological modifiers in consumer products such as 
paints, detergents, pharmaceuticals, lubricants and emulsifiers.  Further, these micelle 
solutions are extensively used in agrochemical spraying, inkjet printing and enhanced oil 
recovery.(Anderson et al 2006; Kefi et al 2004) Therefore, because of the ever-increasing 
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commercial importance of these fluids, a better understanding of the rheological behavior 
of these complex fluids is needed. Although both wormlike micelle solutions and 
polymer solutions can be viscoelastic, wormlike micelles are physically quite different 
from polymers.  Whereas the backbone of a polymer is covalently bonded and rigid, 
wormlike micelles are held together by relatively-weak physical attractions and as a 
result are continuously breaking and reforming with time. 
 
Figure 1-4: Schematic diagram of a long entangled wormlike micelles which can impart 
viscoelasticity. 
 
In an entangled network, both individual polymer chains and wormlike micelles 
can relief stress through reptation driven by Brownian motion.(Larson 1999)  However, 
unlike polymeric fluids, wormlike micelle solutions have access to a number of stress 
relief mechanisms in addition to reptation.  Wormlike micelles can also relieve stress and 
eliminate entanglement points by either breaking and reforming in a lower stress state 
(Rehage & Hoffmann 1991) or alternatively by creating temporary branch point which 
allows two entangled micelles to pull right through each other in thereby eliminating the 
entanglement point and relieving stress in what has become known as a ‘ghost-like’ 
crossing.  A schematic diagram of a ‘ghost-like’ crossing is shown schematically in 
wormlike  
micelle 
hydrophilic head 
hydrophobic tail 
increased 
 
concentration 
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Figure 1-5a.(Appell et al 1992)  The reptation and breakup relaxation mechanisms have 
characteristic time scales of repλ  and brλ , respectively.  In the fast-breaking limit, where 
the breakup time is much shorter than the reptation time, br repλ λ , Cates (Cates et al 
1996) demonstrated that the linear viscoelastic response of these wormlike micelle 
solutions can be described by Maxwell fluids with a single relaxation time that is the 
geometric mean of the reptation and breakup time, 1/ 2( )rep brλ λ λ= (Cates et al 1996).  
However, the nonlinear viscoelastic response of these entangled micelle solutions in 
strong shear and extensional flows has been shown to be much more complex and is still 
in need of further exploration (Cates & Turner 1990; Khatory et al 1993; Rothstein 
2003a). Lequeux and Candau (Lequeux & Candau 1997) demonstrated that the phase 
diagram of surfactant solutions that form wormlike micelle solutions can be quite 
complex.  Within the semi-dilute regime, increasing salt concentration can drive the 
wormlike micelles from linear, to branched and finally to an interconnected saturated 
network. 
 
Figure 1-5: Schematic diagram of stress relief mechanisms for wormlike micelle solutions.  In 
a) an entanglement point is eliminated as one micelle is pulled through another and in b) stress is 
relieved as a branch point slides along the wormlike micelles. 
Temporary 
Branch
a)
b)
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For a linear wormlike micelle, the shape and area per unit surfactant molecule is 
optimized at all positions along the backbone except at the ends.(Israelachvili 1985)  
When a linear micelle breaks it must pay an energy penalty by forming two new end 
caps.  In this regime, the electrostatic repulsion of the head groups is strong enough that 
the increased curvature of an endcap which spreads the head groups apart is favored over 
the concave curvature of a branch point which drives the charged head groups of the 
surfactants closer together.  However, as the salt concentration is increased and the head 
group charges are sufficiently screened, the wormlike micelles can form three-point or 
four-point junctions as shown schematically in Figure 1-5.  Evidence of the existence of 
these branched micelles can be seen in the Cryo-TEM images.(Cui et al 2007; Danino et 
al 2001) The rheology of these branched micelles will be discussed in detail in the 
following chapters. 
1.4.2 Suspensions 
A suspension is a mixture of two substances, one of which is a liquid, the other a 
finely divided solid dispersed in the liquid. Suspensions or “dispersion” of particles in a 
liquid medium are ubiquitous. Blood, paint, ink and cement are common examples that 
show the diversity and technological importance of suspensions. Further, suspensions 
include drilling muds, food stuffs, pharmaceuticals, ointments, abrasive cleaners and are 
precursors of many manufacturing goods, such as composites and ceramics. The flow 
properties and structures of these suspensions play a vital role for the commercial success 
of the product (Larson 1999).  
“Colloids”, a term derived from the Greek word κολλα or “glue” are suspensions 
of small particles. The term colloid was coined by Thomas Graham (1805-1869), who 
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defined colloids as substance that could not diffuse through a membrane. Already, in the 
seventeenth century, alchemist had produced stable suspensions, or sols, of inorganic 
particles, such as gold. In nineteenth century, rubber was produced from latex of certain 
plants and trees; this latex is really a stable suspension of small balls of rubber that are 
insoluble in the suspending solvent. Nowadays, the term “latex” is used for any stable 
suspension of polymeric particles. The study of suspensions of highly monodisperse 
polymeric particles in early 1950’s greatly helped in the development of quantitative 
theories for the dynamics and flow properties of colloidal suspensions(Larson 1999). 
The rheology and flow of colloidal suspensions has been a topic of great interest 
since Einstein’s seminal work (Einstein 1956).  Einstein showed that in the dilute limit, 
the addition of spherical particles to a Newtonian solvent results in a first order correction 
to the fluid viscosity, ( )1 2.5sη η φ= + , where φ  is the particle concentration and sη  is 
the viscosity of the suspending fluid (Einstein 1956; Happel & Brenner 1965).  As the 
concentration is increased beyond the dilute limit, particle-particle interactions can 
produce long-range order which can result in non-Newtonian effects such as shear-
thinning or shear-thickening in the fluid viscosity, the generation of non-zero normal 
stresses and even the appearance of a yield stress at concentrations near maximum 
packing (Jeffreys & Acrivos 1976; Larson 1999).  The use of shear-thickening fluids has 
resulted in a tremendous amount of industrial and commercial innovations. As an 
example, the highly nonlinear behavior of shear thickening fluids has been exploited in 
the design of machine mounts and damping devices (Helber et al 1990; Laun et al 1991). 
Additionally, it has recently been demonstrated that shear-thickening fluids, when 
incorporated into bullet proof vests and subjected to high velocity projectiles, can 
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dramatically improve both the performance and flexibility of body armor(Lee & Wagner 
2003). In this thesis, we will focus on the extensional rheology of concentrated dilatant 
dispersions and fumed silica suspensions for which shear thickening has been observed. 
1.4.3 Polymers 
Although polymers are known to exist many centuries ago, it was recognized and 
understood only in the last century. The recent development of the polymer industry has  
led to the introduction of a wide range of novel compounds. Nowadays, most of modern 
consumer products are these synthetically engineered materials which include plastics, 
rubbers and fibers. This rapid development has caused the study of polymers to become 
dominated by these synthetic materials, and more specifically, by the problems associated 
with their industrial development(Treloar 1970).  
The word polymer is derived from the Greek polus, ‘many’, and meros, ‘parts’, 
means “many parts” and is used to describe all materials that are made up of many 
repeating units, either a single atom or small group of chemically combined atoms 
(Treloar 1970). A polymer is a large molecule composed of repeating structural units. 
These repeat units are linked together in very long chains, typically by strong covalent 
carbon-carbon bonds. One of the most simple and common examples of a polymer is 
polyethylene, which is made up of the repeat unit, CH2. In polyethylene, as the name 
implies, the chain is formed by the joining together of molecules of ethylene, CH2=CH2, 
where each molecule of ethylene is called a monomer. The monomer units may not be 
necessarily the same as the repeat unit in the polymer. The chain of repeat units with a 
carbon backbone is illustrated in Figure 1-6. Polymer melts are systems which are 
completely polymer with no solvent. Polymer melts are bulk masses of many intertwined 
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polymer chains and it is this structure that gives polymers their unique properties. The 
nature of polymer melts is quite complex and the properties of these fluids vary greatly. 
In commercial polymer melts, the individual polymer chains will vary slightly in length 
and introduce further important properties. Concentration, molecular weight, molecular 
weight distribution of various chain sizes (or polydispersity), molecular stiffness, and the 
presence of branching all contribute to the behavior of molten polymers or polymer 
solutions(Larson 1992). 
          
Figure 1-6: A Schematic diagram of polyethylene polymer chain 
The rheological properties of polymer melts are very important in many of the 
polymer processing technologies. Due to the complex nature of polymer melts, the 
rheological behavior of these systems can vary dramatically in elongation than in shear. 
1.4.3.1 Flow-induced crystallization of semi-crystalline polymers 
The concept of chain folding in polymer crystallization was introduced by Storks 
in 1938 and later validated by many researchers (Hadinata et al 2007). Polymer 
crystallization has been an important research area ever since the introduction of chain 
folding concept. In particular, the area of flow-induced crystallization has received a 
large amount of attention because of its relevance to industrial applications. It is generally 
accepted in polymer processing that the crystallization of polymer melts can be 
significantly enhanced by the application of flow. The application of a flow during or 
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after crystallization of the polymer melt can produce molecular orientation which can 
dramatically affect the crystallization process. In some cases, flow-induced crystallization 
(FIC) can reduce the induction time for crystallization by an order of magnitude when 
compared to quiescent state(Haas & Maxwell 1969). Additionally, the oriented 
morphology resulting from FIC can enhance the mechanical properties of the final 
product by several orders of magnitude(McHugh 1995). Elongational flows are very 
important in many polymer processing techniques including fiber spinning, film blowing 
and blow moulding.  Early works of FIC focused mainly on polymer solutions in stirred 
vessels (Pennings 1965) and rotating cylinder device(Iguchi M 1966). Their results 
showed that unlike polymers crystallized under quiescent conditions which tend to form 
spherulites, polymers crystallized under flow can form a row-nucleated structures 
colloquially called ‘shish-kebabs’. Shish-kebabs consists of a central fiber core 
surrounded by lamellar crystalline structures, periodically attached along the cylindrical 
core(Pennings 1965). In this thesis, we will focus on the extensional flow-induced 
crystallization. A filament stretching rheometer with custom-built oven will be used to 
impose a transient homogenous extensional flow of various strengths and durations on a 
series of isotactic poly 1-butene sample with a range of molecular weights.  
1.5 Contributions 
This dissertation is a comprehensive study of extensional rheology three 
important classes of complex fluids namely: Polymers, Suspensions and Surfactant 
micellar solutions. In Chapter 2, we have given a detail literature review on extensional 
rheology. Chapter 3 summarizes the experimental details of the filament stretching 
rheometer and capillary break-up rheometer. In Chapter 4, we have presented a detail 
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investigation of the effect of branching on the extensional rheology of wormlike micelle 
solutions. We have published the results of this study as a full paper(Chellamuthu & 
Rothstein 2008).  In chapter 5, we have discussed the extensional properties of shear 
thickening nanoparticle suspensions in detail. The results have also been published in 
Softmatter(Chellamuthu et al 2009b).  Chapter 6 details our continued experiments on the 
extensional rheology of suspensions with the focus on the extensional thickening 
behavior of cornstarch and water suspensions. The results of this study have been 
submitted to Rheologica Acta as a group paper and is currently under final review. In 
chapter 7, we have presented the details of extensional flow-induced crystallization of 
poly1-butene. All the interesting results are documented as a paper and will be submitted 
to Macromolecules very soon. 
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                                                        CHAPTER 2 
 
                                  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Over several decades, it has been a challenge to researchers to obtain accurate and 
absolute measurements of the extensional behavior of complex viscoelastic fluids. In this 
chapter, we have highlighed the key observations and advances in extensional rheology 
(sections 2.1 and 2.2) that led up to the development of filament stretching rheometry. 
Since it’s introduction in 1990, the filament stretching device has become one of the most 
reliable and accurate method of determining the extensional viscosity of a fluid. A  
significant amount of research has been dedicated to understand the flow details achieved 
in the device and also to characterize the effect of microstructure on the extensional flow 
behavior of complex fluids. A detail literature review of filament stretching rheometer is 
given is section 2.2.  
2.1 Extensional Rheology 
A number of experimental methods have been developed in the past to measure 
the extensional properties of both polymer melts and polymer solutions. The samples can 
be easily clamped or gripped because of the high viscosity of polymer melts. The high 
viscosity also allows the sample to prevent from sagging and flowing under the influence 
of gravity. Due to these advantages, many of the experimental techniques used for melts 
fall into the category of spinning and stretching flows. A detail overview of available 
techniques for melt elongational rheometry can be found in several recent reviews (Gupta 
& Sridhar 1988; Meissner 1985; 1987; Meissner & Hostettler 1994). These flows have 
relatively minimal effects from shearing history either prior simultaneous to stretching. 
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The rotary clamp device developed by Meissner (Meissner 1987; Meissner & 
Hostettler 1994) is one of the most successful methods of measuring the extensional 
viscosity of a polymer melt. The device is configured in such a way that it can measure 
any type of elongational flow which includes uniaxial, biaxial, and planar elongation, as 
well as any combination of multi-axial flows. The value of b, defined in equation (1.2), 
can take on any value between zero and unity and can even vary with time. 
                      
Figure 2-1: The rotary clamp device developed by Meissner. Configuration used to measure 
biaxial elongation. Reproduced from [Meissner (1987)]. 
 
The rotation rateΩ  of the rotary clamps controls the extension rate in the device. 
For a device with two clamps separated by a length L, the extension rate is given by 
                                                 
0
,
D
L
ε
Ω
=
                                                                          (2.1) 
where D is the diameter of the rotating wheel, and the two clamps are assumed to rotate 
at the same speed. Since the strain rate in the sample is constant, the strain experienced 
by the sample increases linearly with time for the duration of the experiment. 
                                                   0 .tε ε=                                                                           (2.2) 
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As an example, equibiaxial elongational configuration of a rotary clamp device is shown 
in Figure 2.1. In this configuration, the rotation rates and geometrical arrangement of 
each clamp controls both the extension rate and the type of elongation. Inspite of 
numerous techniques available for measuring the extensional response of relatively low 
viscosity fluids such as polymer and micellar solutions, finding a technique that is free 
from shearing effects and other usual imperfections is difficult. The gravitational sagging 
effects are more susceptible due to the lower viscosities of these fluids. Additionally, low 
viscosity makes clamping, gripping or containing a sample impossible without inducing 
some shear. All the available experimental techniques can be categorized in to four 
different types: (a) contraction flows, (b) stagnation point flows, (c) flow past submerged 
objects, and (d) spinning and stretching flows.  
In 1980’s, a number of research laboratories performed a round-robin experiment 
to evaluate the success of the available elongational rheometers. They investigated the 
response of a common test fluid, M1, in all types of flow, from shear flows to extensional 
and extension-dominated flows(Sridhar 1990). Basic shear rheology measurements 
agreed very well between the laboratories.On the other hand, the results of the various 
elongational rheometers were not as encouraging as shear rheology results. All the 
extensional rheology measurements from various laboratories include all of the four types 
of devices listed above. For a given imposed extension rate, the resulting extensional 
viscosity values spanned nearly three orders of magnitude. James and Walters in his 
review of elongational techniques for polymer solutions (James & Walters 1994), 
compiled a plot summarizing these results. The plot was reproduced in Figure 1-2. 
However, one common observation from the investigation is that all of the different 
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extensional rheometers suggests that the M1 fluid is strongly strain-hardening compared 
to the expected Newtonian response for a given flow geometry. Every available method 
for measuring the extensional viscosity of a mobile viscoelastic fluid suffers from one or 
more following imperfections: shearing effects, gravitation sagging, limited extensional 
flow region, unstable flow and significant assumptions for calculating the apparent 
extensional viscosity. 
To highlight the inherent difficulties in performing such measurements, several 
examples of elongational rheometers are given in the following paragraphs. We have 
addressed only those studies that specifically deal with measurement of an extensional 
viscosity. The category of contraction flow devices includes both sudden contractions, in 
either axisymmetric or planar configurations, or gradually converging contractions like 
the converging channel device(James & Chandler 1990). Schematic diagrams of these 
two types of contraction flow are shown in Figure 2-2. Several papers have suggested the 
analyses for calculating the extensional viscosity. More specifically Binding et 
al.(Binding 1988; 1991) has represented detailed descriptions of the necessary 
assumptions and the validity of the analysis, which allow the extensional viscosity to be 
calculated from the bulk pressure drop across the contraction, P∆ , and the flow rate, Q. 
An inhomogeneous strain rate exists in contraction flow devices, due to shearing effects 
result from the no-slip boundary condition at the walls of the device. In an axisymmetric 
sudden contraction, the maximum strain rate and strain in the flow can be related to the 
upstream and downstream diameters, Du and Dd:  
                                         max 3
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In the converging channel device presented by James and co-workers, the 
Reynolds number, Re, is large enough to confine shearing to a thin boundary layer, to 
minimize the shearing effects at the walls. The strain rate is nearly constant for 
Newtonian fluids. For a circular converging channel, (James et al 1990) James and 
coworkers showed that the radius of the contraction must be hyperbolic, 
                  `                                                                          
                  (a)                                                                                            (b) 
Figure 2-2: Schematic diagrams of (a) converging channel device, and (b) sudden contraction 
flow. Reproduced from (a) James and Walters (1994) and (b) Boger and Walters (1993). 
 
                                                    2 ( )R x x C=                                                                 (2.4) 
where the flow is in the x-direction and R(x) describes the shape of the contraction radius. 
The constant C can be related to the geometry; for example, if the length of the constant-
strain-rate region is L∆ , and the radii at the entrance and exit to this region are labeled R1 
and R2, then C is given by         
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  The extension rate in the constant-strain-rate region is found to be 
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and the maximum strain experienced by a fluid filament passing through this region is 
found to be 
                                                    *0 1ln(1 / )t L Lε ε= = + ∆                                              (2.7) 
where t
*
 is the residence time of a fluid element in the flow, and L1 is the x-coordinate at 
the entrance to the converging channel. The residence time of a fluid element in the 
elongation region along the center line of any contraction flow is limited. The main 
drawback of high Re flow is that analysis of the non-Newtonian flow is complicated by 
inertial effects. Additionally, some analyses used to calculate the apparent extensional 
viscosity from this device require knowledge of fluid properties such as the second 
normal stress difference, N2 which are typically very difficult to measure(James et al 
1990). Also, the inhomogenous strain rate makes calculation of the strain experienced by 
a fluid element at a given position in the flow is difficult to compute.  
In converging channel rheometers, there are few low Re experiments performed in 
which a thin lubricating layer is used to alleviate the shear at the walls. Kim and co-
workers (1994) (Kim et al 1994) through their flow visualization in lubricated flows of 
polymer melts, showed that a nearly pure extensional flow with constant extension rate is 
generated in the core polymer if the shape of the converging die is hyperbolic. However, 
lubricated converging channel flow requires the knowledge of the constitutive 
relationship for the fluid as suggested by the authors. They also highlighted the difficulty 
in finding compatible skin materials which are stable at the high extrusion temperatures. 
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The contraction flows of highly elastic non-Newtonian fluids can be unstable. As 
the Deborah number increases, the vortices grow upstream for polymeric liquids. The 
vortex structure becomes unstable and begins to precess in the azimuthal direction 
upstream of the contraction at high enough flow rates in axisymmetric geometries. Figure 
2-3 represents some examples of the observed vortex structures. The measured overall 
pressure drop contributes to the complex vortex behavior and is thus reflected in the final 
computed value of the extensional viscosity (Boger 1987; Rothstein & McKinley 1999). 
                
Figure 2-3: Vortex growth in axisymmetric contraction flow of a PAA-based Boger fluid.      
Reproduced from [ Boger (1986)].  
 
The extensional flow effects are even more difficult to quantify in flow past 
submerged objects, since the elongational regions can exist both in the wake of an object, 
and in small-contractions between the objects. Shearing occurs simultaneously, both at 
walls of the container and at the surfaces of the submerged objects, and the spacing and 
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geometric arrangement of the objects. Several experimental and numerical studies have 
been done in past to investigate non-Newtonian effects in relatively simple flows like 
creeping flow past spheres or cylinders,  complex flows past arrays of objects and flows 
in disordered porous beds which contains significant extensional flow components (Jones 
& Walters 1989; Solomon & Muller 1996a; Vorwerk 1991). In these type of flows, 
extensional viscosities are not directly computed. However, due to the extensional 
effects, a significant drag enhancement is usually observed in viscoelastic liquids. 
Vorwerk and Brunn (1991)(Vorwerk 1991) showed through his simple model 
calculations that the drag enhancement in a porous medium can not be attributed to shear 
thinning effects but it is a direct result of elasticity in the fluid. They estimated the 
extension rate in a porous medium to be proportional to the average fluid velocity v 
through the porous bed: 
                                                 
d
ν
ε ∝                                                                         (2.8) 
where d is the average size of the objects in the porous bed. Pore size and packaging of 
the spheres is reflected in the proportionality coefficient. The strain is computed from the 
product of strain rate and the residence time t
*
 in the flow, and Vorweck and Brunn find 
that the resulting strain is given by a coefficient C that is related to the packing structure 
in the porous bed: 
                                                    * .t Cε ε= =                                                            (2.9) 
C can be computed for regular packaging structures. For example, C = 1.54 for cubic 
packing. However, it is not easily computed for random packings such as those studied 
by Vorwerk and Brunn. Stagnation-point flows are one of the common configuration in 
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extensional rheometry of mobile viscoelastic liquids. Schematic diagrams of the opposed-
jet device and the four roll mill, are shown in Figure 2-4. The opposed-jet device is 
pioneered by Fuller and co-workers in 1987(Fuller et al 1987). In this device, the two 
liquid jets impinge on each other in such a way that there is a stagnation point, and thus a 
pure elongational flow, where the jets meet. In this device strain rate is related to the flow 
rate Q and the nozzle placement: 
                                                       ,
Q
Ad
ε =                                                                 (2.10) 
where A is the area of the nozzle openings, and d is the gap between nozzles. In roll mill 
devices, the rollers are configured to generate a stagnation point at the geometric center 
between the rollers. In a four roll mill (figure 2-4b), the strain rate at the geometric center 
is given by 
                                                         o
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  where R0 is the radius of the rollers, ω  is the angular velocity of the rollers, and d is the 
diameter of a circle that just touches each of the four rollers. The flow field in these 
devices are not homogeneous, even though these devices are easy to use and well suited 
for rheo-optical measurements like light scattering and birefringence. The main 
disadvantage of opposed-jet device is that significant preshearing occurs in the nozzles, 
and in roll mills, mixed shearing and elongation occurs due to no-slip condition at the 
surfaces of the rollers. In both devices, the pure elongational flow regime is actually 
rather small, so the residence time of a given fluid element in the elongation region is 
short. Dontula and co-workers (1997)(Dontula 1997) emphasized that the opposed-jet 
device can not be a true extensional rheometer because of the complex interplay between 
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shear and extensional stresses, dynamic pressure, and inertia. The authors also discussed 
the effects of fluid inertia, shear in the nozzles, and dynamic pressure in detail. Finally, 
the flow field in these devices is observed to be qualitatively different at different flow 
rates. The flow has been observed to become unstable even at very low rates. (Fuller et al 
1987; James & Walters 1994; Laun & Hingmann 1990). 
Being closed systems, the main advantage of all the three devices discussed so far 
is that free surface effects do not exist and the fluids do not need to be spinnable (capable 
of forming threads). A wide array of viscoelastic fluids can be studied in these devices 
because of the non-existence of free surface effects.  
The final category of elongational flows devices consist of spinning and 
stretching flows. These type of flows are affected by large free surface effects and require 
that the fluids under consideration have moderate viscosities and spinnable. The major 
advantage of these devices is that the fluids under consideration are often less affected by 
shearing and preshearing effects. Spinning and stretching devices include spinline 
rheometers, tubeless siphon devices, and filament stretching rheometers. Two different 
spinline configurations are shown in Figure 2-5[James and Walters (1994)],(James & 
Walters 1994) and profiles of stretching fluid filaments in a filament stretching device are 
shown in Figure 2-6(Spiegelberg et al 1996; Yao et al 1998b). For spinline devices and 
tubeless siphon flows, the extensional viscosity is related to the diameter of the fiber, the 
flow rate, and the force exerted on the take-up roller or siphon. A nominal averaged strain 
rate can be defined in terms of the flow rate Q: 
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Where L∆ is the length of a segment of the spinning fiber taken a reasonable distance 
away from nozzle upstream and the takeup wheel downstream, and Du and Dd are the 
diameters of the fiber at the upstream and down stream ends of the segment, respectively. 
The flow response of the spinline device is affected by the preshearing in the nozzle and 
as in the other devices described above, it is not still possible to observe the transient 
stresses in a single fluid element as it moves through the elongational flow regime. 
                     
                           (a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 2-4:  Elongational measurement devices based on stagnation point flows; (a) opposed-jet 
device and (b) Four-roll mill. Reproduced from (a) [Fischer et.al (1997) and (b) [Lee and Muller 
(1999)]. 
 
Several studies have been reported in the literature which investigate the 
elongational response of viscoelastic liquids in spinline rheometers (Ferguson 1990; 
Ferguson 1993; Jones et al 1987; Sridhar et al 1991b). To date, the only extensional 
rheometer which can measure the transient evolution of stresses in a single fluid element 
from equilibrium to full extension is the filament stretching rheometer. The development 
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of filament stretching rheometer was inspired by the falling plate device. The falling plate 
device was introduced by Matta and Tytus in 1990. The schematic diagram of the falling 
plate device is shown in Figure 1-3 [ Matta and Tytus (1990)](Matta & Tytus 1990). 
       
Figure 2-5: Schematic diagram of a spinline elongational rheometers. Reproduced from James 
Walters [1994]. 
 
In this device, a small amount of fluid is placed between two circular plates, and 
the bottom plate is then allowed to fall under gravity. The Force exerted by the filament 
to resist stretching is constant in this device, since the plate separation, Lp, is the 
controlled by gravity. A transient extensional viscosity can be computed by using this 
constant force and measuring the diameter at the mid-point of the filament, Dmid, and the 
strain rate as a function of time. The strain rate is not constant, and is computed from one 
of the following relationships:  
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Due to no-slip boundary conditions at the endplates, the two strain rates defined 
above are not equal. An improvement to the falling-plate method is to control the 
separation of the plates so that the separation increases exponentially. Here, the strain rate 
is defined as given in equations (2.13) and (2.14), but in this case, Lε  is constant. This 
improvement was introduced in 1991 and led to the development of the modern filament 
stretching device(Sridhar et al 1991a). No preshearing exists in the filament stretching 
rheometer, although some shearing does occur near the endplates during stretching due to 
no-slip boundary conditions. While this shearing does affect the response of a 
viscoelastic fluid to the stretching flows, the detailed studies have shown that, atleast for 
strongly strain hardening fluids like Boger fluids, inhomogenous is confined to a small 
region near the end plates, and with the proper control of endplate velocity, a nearly ideal 
uniaxial elongational flow can be generated(Anna et al 1999; Kolte et al 1997; Orr & 
Sridhar 1999; Spiegelberg et al 1996). In the next section, previous work of the filament 
stretching device and the observed rheological response of test fluids will be discussed in 
great detail. 
2.2 Filament Stretching Rheometry 
 Several filament stretching devices were introduced to investigate the extensional 
rheology of various polymer fluids in late 1980’s and early 1990’s. Entov et al. (1998) 
and Kroger et al. (1992)(Entov 1988; Kroger 1992) demonstrated to separate 
measurements of aqueous polyacrylamide solutions in filament stretching devices in 
which the end plates separated at constant velocity. As mentioned in the previous section, 
the end plate separation was controlled by gravity and approximated by a constant-force 
experiment in the falling plate device. 
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Sridhar and co-workers incorporated a very first device which can impose an 
exponential plate separation to approximate a constant deformation rate (Sridhar et al 
1991b; Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1993)[ Sridhar et al. (1991b); Tirtaatmadja and Sridhar 
(1993)]. Subsequently, several other researchers developed similar devices in various 
laboratories around the world (Berg et al 1994; Solomon & Muller 1996b; Spiegelberg et 
al 1996; van Nieuwkoop 1996). Researchers began to understand the homogeneity of the 
flow in the modern filament stretching device due to the effect of no-slip condition at the 
end plates. Shipman and co-workers using finite element simulations which incorporated 
the effects of gravity, surface tension, and viscoelasticity were able to qualitatively 
predict the shape of necking filament (Shipman et al 1991). Experimentally, Tirtaatmadja 
et al (1993)(Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1993) and Spiegelberg et al. (1996) (Spiegelberg & 
McKinley 1996) conducted a time consuming trial-and-error procedure to find the end 
plate separation profile that would drive the mid-filament diameter to decrease 
exponentially.  
A ‘velocity compensation algorithm’ was designed by Spiegelberg and co-
workers to achieve a homogenous mid-filament diameter profile. The authors also 
predicted the effect of initial aspect ratio, 0 0 0/L RΛ = , on the transient growth in the 
filament by presenting a lubrication-type analysis. Kolte and co-workers in 1997(Kolte et 
al 1997) investigated the effect of different end plate separation profiles using detailed 
finite element simulations. According to the authors, if the mid-filament diameter is 
decreased exponentially, the filament stretching device can yield results which are nearly 
identical to the ideal uniaxial elongational flow. Subsequent researchers developed more 
accurate and easier techniques for achieving these nearly ideal kinematics. More 
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experiments were performed to investigate the effect of a time dependant strain rate on 
the tensile stress growth in the filament (Anna et al 1999; Orr & Sridhar 1999)[ Anna et 
al. (1999); Orr and Sridhar (1999)]. In 1997, Szabo simultaneously presented a detailed 
force balance for a stretching fluid filament as a companion investigation to the study of 
that of Kolte and co-workers. The force balance includes the forces due to viscoelasticity, 
surface tension, inertia, and gravity (Szabo 1997). The resulting force balance which 
assumes the filament is symmetric about the midplane, is given by 
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where the left hand side of the equation contains the principal stress differences, 
zz rrτ τ− and rr θθτ τ− , at the midplane of the viscoelastic filament, averaged over the 
filament cross section. Additionally, the shear stress gradient term 'zrrτ  arises from the 
no slip condition on the plates. The right hand side of the equation (2.15) contains terms 
that include the weight of the fluid, the force measured at the top plate, the surface 
tension of the filament, and inertial terms, respectively. Here, ρ  is the density of the fluid, 
g is the acceleration due to gravity, V0 is the volume of the fluid sample, Rmid is the 
radius at the midplane of the filament, R is the axial radius profile, Fp,top is the force 
measured at the top plate, σ  is the surface tension of the liquid, and L is the length of the 
filament at given time. The primes denote axial derivatives, 
z
δ
δ , and the over-dots 
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denotes derivatives, 
t
δ
δ . Szabo concludes that this force balance can be used to analyze 
the filament stretching data. He also addressed the different force terms that would arise 
depending on the configuration of end plates relative to the force tranducer attached to 
bottom plate. Domann et .al measured the flow kinematics near the end plates of the 
filament stretching rheometer using particle induced velocimetry. They demonstrated that 
these measurements agree well with the analytical predictions of slender filament 
theories. 
 
Figure 2-6: Experimentally observed and numerically predicted filament profiles in a filament 
stretching experiment. Reproduced from [ Yao and Mckinley (1998)]. 
 
The authors also compared the experimentally measured diameter profiles of static liquid 
bridges to the detail analytical predictions of Szabo on a stretching filament (Domann 
1998; Szabo 1997). Several authors have presented computational and analytical 
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predictions of the behavior of stretching viscoelastic filaments. The stability of the 
slender viscoelastic filaments are analyzed by Olagunju (1999)(Olagunju 1999). 
Olagunju showed that viscoelastic filaments are linearly stable above the critical 
extension rate corresponding to the coil-stretch transition. Using the boundary integral 
method, Gaudet and Mckinley(Gaudet et al 1996) investigated the stability of static liquid 
bridges. They also compared transient stress profiles with experiments on stretching non-
Newtonian bridges by extending boundary integral method (Gaudet & McKinley 1998; 
Gaudet et al 1996).  The influence of shearing near the end plates, transient tensile 
stresses, spatial distribution of stresses have been investigated using several constitutive 
models (Kolte et al 1997; Yao et al 1998a; Yao & Spiegelberg 2000).  The no slip 
condition at the end plates also causes an elastic instability at higher strain rates and 
strains, apart from affecting the axial diameter profile of the stretching filament. As the 
strain hardening fluid is stretched, the curvature of the air-fluid interface near the end 
plate increases due to the draining of the fluid near the end plates. Eventually, there is a 
formation of fingers that grow and split in to fibrils due to the axisymmetry of the 
filament near the end plate.  
The fluid filament can completely decohere from the surface of the end plate at 
large strains. Spiegelberg and Mckinley (1996) investigated this ‘finger instability’ for 
several polystyrene-Boger fluids (Spiegelberg & McKinley 1996). The authors proposed 
that the likely mechanism for this instability is cohesive failure rather than adhesive 
failure. They also examined the onset criteria of the instability. The images of the 
observed instability is shown in Figure 2-7a. Rasmussen and Hassager simulated the 
finger instability using a 3D Lagrangian integral model. They have successfully identified 
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the qualitative features of the instability using a simple quasilinear viscoelastic 
constitutive model. Numerically predicted filament cross-sections during the onset and 
growth of the instability is shown in Figure 2-7b. The formation of these fibrils is 
reminiscent of peeling and failure of adhesives. Ferguson et al.(Ferguson 1997) observed 
similar fibrils during tensile testing of pressure sensitive adhesives. The mechanism of 
fibrils and failure are directly related to the bulk rheology of the material and surface 
properties of the adhesive (Crosby 1999; Gay & Leibler 1999; Russell 2000). 
Figure 2-7: (a) Experimentally observed and numerically predicted filament cross-sections 
during onset and growth of an elastic instability near the endplates in a filament stretching 
rheometer. (a) Reproduced from [ Spiegelberg and Mckinley (1996b)]; (b) Rasmussen and 
Hassager (1999)]. 
 
Several researchers have compared the measured transient extensional viscosities 
of viscoelastic fluids with constitutive models. Tirtaatmadja and Sridhar 
(1995)(Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1995) compared the transient extensional rheology of two 
different polyisobutylene-based Boger fluids and shear thinning fluid with the several 
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constitutive models such as oldroyd-B, Giesekus, FENE-P and White- Metzner. The 
authors observed a qualitative agreement between transient extensional rheology of 
Boger fluids with predictions from both Giesekus and FENE-P models, while the shear-
thinning fluid agreed qualitatively with  White-Metzner model. James and Sridhar 
(1995)(James & Sridhar 1995) in order to test whether the polymer chain is fully 
extended when the steady-state extensional viscosity plateau is observed. They used  
Batchelor’s prediction for the stress in a suspension of elongated slender particles to 
estimate the expected stress for fully extended chains. They also estimated the strain 
required to completely unravel a randomly coiled polymer chain [Batchelor 
(1971)](Batchelor 1971). The authors concluded that the polymer chains are not fully 
extended when steady-state extensional viscosity reaches a plateau, since the steady state 
stress and strain observed are both lower than predicted by analyses. 
Sridhar and co-workers compared the transient stress growth and relaxation in 
filament stretching measurement of several PIB-based Boger fluids with the predictions 
from FENE models and dissipative stress models (Orr 1996; Remmelgas et al 1998). 
Gupta and co-workers (2000)(Gupta et al 2000) extensively studied the effects of 
polymer molecular weight and polymer concentration on the shear and extensional 
rheology of poly-styrene based Boger fluids. They examined in detail the observed 
molecular weight and concentration scaling behavior compared with predictions from 
Rouse and Rouse-Zimm bead-spring models.  
In 2003, Rothstein(Rothstein 2003b) used a filament stretching rheometer to 
investigate the transient extensional rheology of series of wormlike solutions of 
cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide and sodium salicylate in de-ionized water. The author 
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observed that under homogenous uniaxial elongation the wormlike micelles demonstrate 
significant strain hardening and failure of stress optical rule. Additionally, the author also 
observed the filament failure of wormlike micelle solutions are not similar to weakly 
strain hardening polymer solutions, instead the filament failure might stem from the local 
scission of individual wormlike micelle chains. Bhardwaj et al.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a) 
later investigated the extensional rheology of a series of cetylpyridinium chloride 
(CPyCl) and NaSal wormlike micelle solutions using both a filament stretching and 
capillary breakup extensional rheometer.  These fluids were all found to demonstrate 
considerable strain hardening in the extensional viscosity with increasing accumulated 
strain.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Rothstein 2003a). Additionally, above a critical extension 
rate, the filament stretching experiments were all observed to come to an abrupt end with 
the rupture of the fluid filament near its axial midplane.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Chen & 
Rothstein 2004; Rothstein 2003a)  The failure of the fluid filament likely stems from the 
scission of wormlike micelles resulting in a dramatic breakdown of the micelles.  
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                                                    CHAPTER 3 
                                              EXPERIMENTAL 
 
3.1 Shear Rheometry 
One of the most common types of dynamic tests is a small-amplitude oscillatory 
shearing [SAOS]. In SAOS flow the fluid’s microstructure is not deformed significantly. 
This is usually performed with a cone and plate rheometer where a small amount of 
sample is pressed between a fixed bottom plate and oscillating cone. A schematic 
diagram of the representative cone and plate shear rheometer geometry is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The oscillation rate imposed on the cone is the sole input to the system. The 
rotation bearing carefully controls the oscillation in either stress or strain based on the 
type of apparatus. A typical shear rheometer is capable of recording the torque on the 
rotation bearing and thrust or normal force on the non-oscillating geometry. From these 
two observables, a host of viscoelastic material properties can be calculated. 
In small amplitude oscillatory flow, the imposed shear rate is sinusoidal [Larson 
(1999)]: 
                                    0( ) cos( ),t tωΩ = Ω                                                             (3.1) 
 
 
 
where ω  is the frequency of oscillation. 
 
The shear rate is also a sinusoidal function of time : 
 
                                                 0
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,
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= =                                                    (3.2) 
 
The shear strain γ which is the time integral of the shear rate is given by : 
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strain amplitude imposed on the fluid.If the strain amplitude, 0γ  is small enough, there 
will not be a significant deformation of the fluid. The stress measured during small-
amplitude oscillatory shearing is controlled by the relaxations of fluid in the equilibrium 
state. 
 
  
 
FIGURE 3-1:  Schematic diagram of a flow geometry in a typical cone and plate shear 
rheometer 
 
The sinusoidally varying stress is given by : 
                       
                                 [ ]0( ) '( ) sin( ) "( ) cos( ) ,t G t G tσ γ ω ω ω ω= +                  (3.4) 
 
 
Where '( )G ω is the storage modulus and "( )G ω is the loss modulus.  
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The storage modulus represents storage of elastic energy, while the loss modulus 
represents the viscous dissipation of that energy. The stress which is represented in 
equation (3.4) in the regime of small amplitude straining is called linear viscoelastic 
regime. The viscoelastic properties of fluid are characterized in SAOS flow by the 
complex viscosity, *η . The complex viscosity is given by: 
                                          
* *' " ( )/ ,i G iη η η ω ω≡ − ≡
                                            (3.5)                                                 
where  *( )G ω  is the complex modulus [Larson (1999)].                                                                                  
Shear rheometers are also used to perform simple steady shear testing. In this type 
of testing a constant shear-rate or shear stress is imposed on the material rather than a 
frequency modulated oscillation. The resistance to the flow is measured which results in 
shear viscosity. Instead of cone, other geometries may also be used, including  a plate, 
trunacated cone or concentric cylinders. Generally, for viscous fluids cone and plate 
geometry is preferred because it imposes a viscometric flow where the shear-rate and 
shear-stress are radially constant and uniform through out the sample.                         
3.2 Filament Stretching Rheometry                                             
A filament stretching extensional rheometer (FiSER) capable of imposing a 
homogeneous uniaxial extension on a fluid filament placed between its two endplates, 
was used to make simultaneously measurements of the evolution in the force and the 
midpoint radius.  A complete description of the design and operating space of the 
filament stretching rheometer used in these experiments can be found in (Rothstein 
2003a; Rothstein & McKinley 2002a; b) and a more detailed history of the technique can 
be found in Chapter 2. The goal of extensional rheometry is to cause a motion of the  
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extensional rheometer’s endplates such that the resulting extension rate imposed on the 
fluid filament, ,ε  is constant. The deformation imposed upon the fluid filament can be 
described in terms of a Hencky strain, ( )02ln / ,midR Rε = − where R0 is the initial midpoint 
radius of the fluid filament.  The strength of the extensional flow is characterized by the 
Weissenberg number, ,Wi λε=   which is the ratio of the characteristic relaxation time of 
the fluid, λ , to the characteristic timescale of the flow, 01/ε .  The elastic tensile stress 
difference generated within the filament can be calculated from the algebraic sum of the 
total force measured by the load cell, Fz, if the weight of the fluid and the surface tension 
are taken into account while ignoring inertial effects.
37
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where L0 is the initial endplate separation, σ  is the equilibrium surface tension of the 
fluid and ρ  is the density of the fluid. The extensional viscosity may be extracted from 
the principle elastic tensile stress and is often non-dimensionalized as a Trouton ratio  
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where Eη +  is the transient extensional viscosity and 0η  is the zero shear rate viscosity of  
the fluid respectively. For a Newtonian fluid the Trouton ratio is constant and exactly 
Trouton ratio, Tr = 3. 
3.3  Capillary breakup Rheometry 
In order to determine the extensional rheology of the less concentrated and less viscous 
fluids, capillary breakup extensional rheometry measurements were performed using the 
filament stretching rheometer described above (Bhardwaj et al 2007a).  In a capillary 
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breakup extensional rheometer (CaBER), an initial nearly cylindrical fluid sample is 
placed between the two endplates of the filament stretching rheometer and stretched with 
an exponential profile, 0 0exp( ),L L tε=   to final length of Lf.  The stretch is then stopped 
and the capillary thinning of the liquid bridge formed between the two endplates 
produces a uniaxial extensional flow that can be used to measure an apparent extensional 
viscosity. 
                          
FIGURE 3-2: Schematic diagram of an filament stretching rheometer. Also included is the 
closer view of the filament between the plates. 
 
The final stretch length is chosen such that 03.6FL R= and the stretch rate is chosen such 
that it is greater than the characteristic relaxation time of the fluid, ,1/ε λ   and also 
greater than the timescale for capillary drainage of the liquid bridge, 0 0 ./ Rε σ η   It has  
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been shown that CaBER is capable of measuring the extensional viscosity of fluids with 
shear viscosities as low as 70mPa·s and relaxation times as low as 10ms.(Rodd et al 
2005)  In addition, CaBER can reach extremely large Hencky strains limited only by the 
resolution of diameter measurement transducer.  In our experiments, a laser micrometer 
(Omron Z4LA) with a resolution of 5µm was used to obtain final Hencky strains of up to 
2ln(3mm /5µm) 12.7ε = =  although in practice reliable measurements below 20µm were 
difficult to achieve.   
                  
       
FIGURE 3-3: Schematic diagram of a capillary break-up extensional rheometer performing a 
stretch experiment 
 
The breakup of the fluid filament is driven by capillary stresses and resisted by 
the extensional stresses developed within the flow.  The extensional viscosity of the 
wormlike micelle solution can be determined by measuring the change in the filament 
diameter as a function of time.  Papageorgiou(Papageorgiou 1995) showed that for a 
Newtonian fluid the radius of the fluid filament will decay linearly with time, 
( ) ( ).mid bR t t t∝ −  Conversely, Entov and Hinch(Entov & Hinch 1997) showed that for an  
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Oldroyd-B fluid, the radius will decay exponentially with time, ( ) exp( / 3 )mid ER t t λ∝ − .  
The extension rate of the fluid filament is given by 
                                  ( )
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                                (3.8) 
and hence for an Oldroyd-B fluid, the flow has a constant Weissenberg number of Wi = 
2/3.  This value is larger than the critical Weissenberg number of Wi = 1/2 needed to 
achieve coil-stretch transition and thus strain hardening of the extensional viscosity of the 
wormlike micelle solutions can be achieved.  Additionally, the slope of the diameter as a 
function of time can be used to calculate a relaxation time in this elongational flow, .Eλ  
For Boger fluids, theory predictions and experiments show that Eλ λ≈  (Anna & 
McKinley 2001a; Entov & Hinch 1997) although for wormlike micelle solutions the 
extensional relaxation time has been found to be quite different from the relaxation time 
measured in shear.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Yesilata et al 2006). An apparent extensional 
viscosity can be calculated by applying a force balance between capillary stresses and the 
elastic tensile stresses within the fluid filament(Anna et al 2001) 
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To calculate the extensional viscosity, the diameter measurements are fit with the 
functional form proposed by Anna and McKinley (Anna & McKinley 2001a), 
 
                                             ( ) ,BtmidD t Ae Ct E
−
= − +                                                  (3.10) 
and then differentiated with respect to time.  The choices of fitting parameters have their 
physical relevance. The above equation is not true in all cases. For suspensions, we fit 
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with a spline and then differentiated numerically. The decay of the fluid filament 
diameter at intermediate times can be related to the extensional relaxation time and the 
fitting parameter B such that 1/ 3 .EB λ=  Additionally, C can be related to steady-state 
value of the extensional viscosity such that ,/ .EC σ η ∞=    
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                                                                CHAPTER 4 
THE EFFECT OF BRANCHING ON THE SHEAR AND EXTENSIONAL 
RHEOLOGY OF BRANCHED WORMLIKE MICELLE SOLUTIONS  
 
  
Expanding on previous extensional studies of wormlike micelles with in our 
research group, the work presented in this chapter focuses on the effect of branching on 
the extensional rheology of a series of wormlike micelle solutions.  The experiments are 
performed using a series of linear and branched wormlike micelle solutions consisting of 
sodium oleate (NaOA) and octyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (C8TAB). To date, no 
mechanical technique is available to distinguish between linear and branched wormlike 
micelles. Taking this as a motivation, our main goal of this study is to investigate how 
sensitive is the branching to the extensional flows. We have demonstrated that 
branchedwormlike micelles are indeed very sensitive to extensional flows. We have also 
proposed a possible mechanisms for the Newtonian behavior of the branched micelles. 
4.1 Branched Wormlike Micelle solutions 
A number of branched wormlike micelle systems have been developed recently 
and their shear rheology has been well characterized.(Angelescu et al 2003; Appell et al 
1992; Hassan et al 1998; Khatory et al 1993; Koehler et al 2000; Raghavan et al 2002)  In 
the experiments described in this manuscript, we have chosen to focus on the mixed 
anionic and cationic surfactants pioneered by Kaler and coworkers (Koehler et al 2000; 
Raghavan et al 2002) because the systems they developed have viscosities and relaxation 
times suitable for extensional rheology measurements using either a filament stretching 
rheometer (FiSER) or a capillary breakup rheometer (CaBER).  Specifically, Raghavan et 
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al. (Raghavan et al 2002) used a series of mixtures of octyl trimethyl ammomium 
bromide (C8TAB) and sodium oleate (NaOA) to obtain both linear and branched 
wormlike micelles by both varying the relative ratio of NaOA to C8TAB or by fixing the 
ratio of NaOA toC8TAB and varying the total surfactant concentration.  At a fixed ratio 
of NaOA/C8TAB of 70%/30%, their shear rheology measurements showed that a 
maximum in the shear viscosity at 4wt% while the elastic modulus of the fluids increased 
monotonically with increasing surfactant concentrations.  Due to the presence of this 
maximum in these and a number of wormlike micelle solutions, solutions with very 
different compositions can have identical rheological properties in shear.   
Raghavan et al. (Raghavan et al 2002) hypothesized, and later demonstrated 
through cryo-TEM imaging, that the maximum in the shear viscosity is due to the 
transition from linear to branched micelles (Cui et al 2007; Ziserman 2005; Ziserman et 
al 2004).  For these systems, branching is achieved by adequately screening the surfactant 
head groups either through a stoichiometric balance of the oppositely charged surfactant 
headgroups along the micelle or alternatively through the release of surfactant 
counterions which results in a reduction of the electrostatic double layer around the 
micelle (Raghavan et al 2002).   
The decrease in the shear viscosity can be attributed to a new stress relief 
mechanics applicable only to branched micelles whereby the branch points are not fixed 
at a specific point along the backbone as is the case for branched polymers, but are free to 
slide along the micelle resulting in an additional stress relaxation mode not accessible in 
linear systems.(Appell et al 1992; Drye & Cates 1992)  The branched points formed in 
wormlike micelles and their effect on the shear rheology are very different from branched 
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points in polymers which because they are fixed along the polymer backbone make 
movement through reptation more difficult and can dramatically increase the relaxation 
time and elasticity of the polymeric fluids(Bird et al 1987).   
In extensional flows of linear and long-chain-branched polyolefin melts with 
similar shear rheology, the branched polymers were found to exhibit significantly 
enhanced strain hardening in transient extensional flows.(Munstedt & Laun 1981; 
Wagner et al 2000)  The increase in extensional viscosity is a result of increased chain 
stretching and reptation tube dilation resulting from the relative difficulty associated with 
moving a branched point in flow.  For a branched micelle, the branch point may not 
represent a similar hindrance to flow.  Appell et al.(Appell et al 1992) hypothesize that 
sliding of branch points represents a faster stress relief mechanism than reptation or a 
micelle rupture and reformation process that would allow two micelles to move through 
each other at an entanglement point as shown in Figure 1-5. One therefore might expect 
that when compared to a linear system at the same surfactant concentrations, the 
extensional rheology of a solution of branched micelles might either exhibit significantly 
less strain hardening or a delay in the onset of strain hardening to larger extension rates.   
Currently, there are no mechanical techniques for differentiating a branched 
micelle solution from a linear entangled micelle solution.(Decruppe & Ponton 2003)  To 
date, only cryo-TEM has been successful.(Danino et al 2001; Danino et al 1995a; Danino 
et al 1995b; 2000)  Entangled linear micelles and branched micelles look identical in 
neutron or light scattering and are difficult to distinguish through measurements of shear 
rheology.  In a recent paper by Decruppe and Ponton (Decruppe & Ponton 2003), the 
authors chose four samples from different parts of this non-monotonic shear viscosity 
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curve and attempted to understand the evolution of the rheological properties in terms of 
the structural evolution of the micelles through rheological and FIB measurements.  The 
authors were unable to differentiate between the many samples.  In this manuscript we 
will demonstrate that transient extensional rheology measurements can be used to 
demonstrate a quantitative difference between branched and linear micelles where shear 
rheology measurements could not.   
The first experimental investigations of the apparent extensional rheology of 
linear wormlike micelle solutions used an opposed jet flow device (Lu et al 1998; 
Prud'homme & Warr 1994; Walker et al 1996).  Prud'homme and Warr (Prud'homme & 
Warr 1994) performed experiments on a series of tetradecyltrimethylammoniumsalicylate 
(TTASal) solutions and showed that these solutions strain hardens at higher extensional 
rates similar to polymer solutions and at low extensional rates, below coil stretch 
transition, a plateau in the steady state extensional viscosity is observed which 
corresponds to Newtonian response.  At higher extension rates, chain stretching within 
the oriented segments was observed to lead to strain hardening in the extensional 
rheology.  More recently, Rothstein (Rothstein 2003a) used a filament stretching 
rheometer to measure the extensional rheology of a series of cetyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (CTAB) and sodium salicylate (NaSal) wormlike micelle solutions.  Bhardwaj et 
al.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a) later investigated the extensional rheology of a series of 
cetylpyridinium chloride (CPyCl) and NaSal wormlike micelle solutions using both a 
filament stretching and capillary breakup extensional rheometer. These fluids were all 
found to demonstrate considerable strain hardening in the extensional viscosity with 
increasing accumulated strain.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Rothstein 2003a)  Additionally, 
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above a critical extension rate, the filament stretching experiments were all observed to 
come to an abrupt end with the rupture of the fluid filament near its axial 
midplane.(Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Chen & Rothstein 2004; Rothstein 2003a) . The failure 
of the fluid filament likely stems from the scission of wormlike micelles resulting in a 
dramatic breakdown of the micelles en masse.(Rothstein 2003a)  All of the extensional 
rheology measurements of the linear systems described above showed a polymer-like 
behavior of the extensional viscosity.   
4.2  Test Fluids 
A series of wormlike micelle solutions were prepared with a total surfactant 
concentrations ranging from 2wt% to 8wt% by dissolving the surfactants octyl trimethyl 
ammonium bromide (C8TAB) and sodium oleate (NaOA) in deionized water.  The ratio 
of the two surfactants NaOA/C8TAB was fixed at 70/30.  At this concentration, the 
solutions were shown to transition from linear to a more and more heavily branched 
micelles as the concentration was increased beyond 4wt% (Cui et al 2007; Ziserman 
2005; Ziserman et al 2004).  To speed dissolution and insure a homogeneous mixture, the 
surfactant solutions were mixed with a magnetic stirring bar for up to 36 hours. Due to 
the temperature sensitivity of these solutions, care was taken to insure that the shear and 
extensional rheology experiments were performed at a consistent temperature of T = 
23.1±0.1ºC so that time-temperature shifting was not required.   
4.3  Shear Rheology of Wormlike Micelle Solutions 
The steady and dynamic shear rheology of the test fluids were characterized using 
a stress-controlled rheometer (TA instruments, Ares) with a 6cm / 2° cone-and-plate 
geometry.  The micelle solutions were loaded and allowed to equilibrate for several 
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minutes.  In Figure 4.1, the storage modulus, G', and loss modulus, G'', of the 
C8TAB/NaOA wormlike micelle solutions were plotted as a function of angular 
frequency,ω .  For many of the fluids tested, the linear viscoelastic data can be fit well 
with a single mode Maxwell model.  The deviation of the rheological data from the 
predictions of the single mode Maxwell model at large frequencies in Figure 4.1 
corresponds to the Rouse-like behavior of the micelle between entanglement points 
(Fischer & Rehage 1997) .  The zero shear viscosity, 0 ,η  and the plateau modulus, G0, 
derived from the Maxwell model fit are plotted as a function of total surfactant 
concentration in Figure 4.2 and tabulated in Table 4. 1.  
 The shear rheology is in good agreement with the values of shear rheology 
presented in the literature by Raghavan et al. for identical systems (Raghavan et al 2002).  
A maximum in the viscosity is observed at 4wt% after which the viscosity begins to 
decrease with increasing total surfactant concentration.  For these fluids, earlier cryo-
TEM imaging has shown that the maximum in the shear viscosity is due to the transition 
from linear to branched micelles (Cui et al 2007; Ziserman 2005; Ziserman et al 2004).  
Conversely, no maximum is observed in the elastic modulus.  
The elastic modulus is observed to increase monotonically with increasing total 
surfactant concentration.  Thus even as the viscosity passes through a plateau, the 
theoretical mesh size, 1/ 30( / )m Bk T Gζ = , is observed to monotonically decrease meaning 
that the proximity of entanglement points and the density of the wormlike micelle mesh 
continue to increase with increasing surfactant concentration (Doi & Edwards 1986; 
Granek & Cates 1992).  Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.  For 
wormlike micelles theory predicts and experiments have demonstrated that the plateau 
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modulus for an entangled system should increase as 9 / 40G c∝  with increasing 
concentration (Cates & Candau 1990; Koehler et al 2000).  As seen in Figure 4.2, our 
measurements match the predictions of theory quite well even with the onset of 
branching. 
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Figure 4-1: Small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements of  70/30 NaOA/C8TAB surfactant 
solutions at T= 23°C.  The data in (a) include: storage modulus, G’ (filled symbols), and loss 
modulus, G” (open symbols), for  2wt%,  2.75 wt%,  3wt% and  4wt% , while (b) 
includes  for 5wt%,  6wt%,  7wt% and  8wt%. 
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Table 4-1: Parameters characterizing the rheology of the 70/30 NaOA/C8TAB wormlike micelle 
solutions.  The extensional viscosity and Trouton ratio are reported for a Weissenberg number of 
approximately Wi ≈ 3. 
 
4.4. Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheometry  
A series of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions with increasing total 
surfactant concentrations were tested using a capillary breakup extensional rheometer.  A 
filament stretching rheometer was used to impose an extensional step strain on an 
initially cylindrical sample.  The fluid filament was then allowed to thin under capillary 
action while the decay of the diameter of the fluid thread was monitored as a function of 
time.  As described in chapter 3, the apparent extensional viscosity and the extensional 
relaxation time of the fluids can be calculated directly from the measurements of the 
Surfactant 
Concentration 
[wt %] 
η0  
[Pa·s] 
λ  [s] Go  [Pa] λE  [s] ηEmax,  
[Pa·s] 
from 
FiSER  
Trmax  
from FiSER 
2 35 6.5 5.7 6.1 9800  280 
2.75 990 90 11 5.8 25000  25.3  
3 2300 164 14 3.2 38000  16.5  
4 5000 161 31 6.3 18000  3.6  
5 3500 65 54 1.1 12000  3.4  
6 1450 19.5 74  3800 2.9 
7 610 7 88  2100 3.5 
8 420 3.2 131  1000 2.5 
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diameter as a function of time.  Because capillary breakup extensional rheology 
measurements can be performed on fluids with relatively low viscosities and relaxation 
times, it was possible to measure the extensional rheology of the wormlike micelle 
solutions over a broad range of concentrations. Unfortunately, as will be described in the 
section that follows, CaBER measurements were only possible on the less elastic 
samples; concentration of 5% and lower and so direct comparison between extensional 
rheology measurements performed in FiSER and CaBER where only possible for the 
concentrated solutions up to 5wt%.   
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Figure 4-2: Steady shear rheology measurements of 70/30 NaOA/C8TAB mixtures as a function 
of total surfactant concentrations at T= 23°C.  The data include:  the zero shear rate viscosity, 
η0, and  the elastic modulus, G0. 
Representative plots of the fluid filament diameter as a function of time are 
presented in the Figure 4-3 for each of the 70/30 NaOA/C8TAB wormlike micelle 
solutions.  Superimposed over each of these data sets is a solid line corresponding to the 
best fit of the diameter decay to Eq. 3.10.  The apparent transient extensional viscosity is 
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then calculated by differentiating the diameter with respect to time as shown in Eq. 3.9. 
We denote this extensional viscosity as apparent because unlike filament stretching 
experiments, the extension rate is not held fixed in these experiments, but rather it is set 
by the balance of extensional and surface stresses and as a result for viscoelastic fluids 
the extension rate will change as the effects of finite extensibility become more 
pronounced at larger strains.  The data for concentrations of 5wt% and below are plotted 
in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4-3:  Measurements of diameter as a function of time for a series of CABER 
experiments.  Included in (a) are solutions of   2wt%,  2.75wt%,  3wt%,  4wt% and  
5wt% NaOA/ C8TAB in water. 
whereas the CaBER experiments for 5wt% below were repeated and found to be 
reproducible to well within a 10% error, the CaBER measurements for concentrations 
above 5wt% were inconsistent and the results are difficult to interpret and were thus not 
included in this study. FiSER measurements for the entire range of concentrations, 
however, are presented in the next section.  For concentrations up to 3wt%, the micelles 
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are linear and entangled with few if any branch points present (Raghavan et al 2002).  As 
the total surfactant concentration is increased and the number of branch points is 
increased in Figure 4.3, the rate at which the fluid filament necks down increases 
significantly.  The diameter decay thus indicates a decrease in extensional viscosity with 
increasing surfactant concentration and branching.  
 A series of representative plot of the apparent extensional viscosity calculated 
from Eq. 3.9 are plotted as a function of Hencky strain and surfactant concentration in 
Figure 4.4.  One of the advantages of capillary breakup extensional rheology 
measurements is that large Hencky strains can be achieved making it possible, in most 
cases, to measure the steady-state value of the extensional viscosity. 
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Figure 4-4: CABER measurements of the extensional viscosity as a function of accumulated 
Hencky strain for a series of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions.  Included in the 
figure  are solutions of  2wt%,  2.75wt%,  3wt%, and  4wt% and  5wt% with total 
surfactant concentrations . 
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This is in contrast to filament stretching extensional rheology where the total 
imposed Hencky strains are limited by the travel of the endplates and the experiment 
often ends before a steady-state value of the extensional viscosity has been achieved.  As 
shown by Figure 4.4, the steady-state value of the apparent extensional viscosity of 
wormlike micelle solutions were found to decrease monotonically with increasing 
surfactant concentration.  
In Figure 4.5, the ratio of the extensional relaxation time to the Maxwell 
relaxation time measured in shear, / ,Eλ λ  is plotted as a function of total surfactant 
concentration.  These values are averaged over the results from a number of experiments 
and error bars are superimposed over the data to demonstrate the repeatability of these 
measurements.  For capillary break up measurements of polymer solutions, the 
extensional and shear relaxation times were found to be approximately equal, λE =λ, 
(Anna & McKinley 2001a) in accordance with the theoretical predictions of Entov and 
Hinch (Entov & Hinch 1997).  
 For linear wormlike micelle solutions, this has not been the case as measurements 
of the extensional relaxation time have been found to be as much as an order of 
magnitude above or below the value of the relaxation time measured in shear (Bhardwaj 
et al 2007a; Bhardwaj et al 2007c; Yesilata et al 2006).  As seen in Figure 4.5, at the 
lowest concentration of surfactant tested here, 2wt%, the normalized extensional 
relaxation time was found to be approximately / 0.94Eλ λ ≈  as one would expect for a 
polymer solutions.  However, as the concentration of surfactant is increased, the 
normalized extensional relaxation time was observed to decrease quickly to less than 
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/ 0.1Eλ λ <  for concentrations above 3wt%.  The dramatic reduction in the normalized 
extensional relaxation time with increasing surfactant concentration suggests that the 
presence of branches enhances the speed and efficiency of stress relaxation in extensional 
flows.   
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Figure 4-5: Relaxation time ratio, λE / λ as a function of total surfactant concentration for 
wormlike solutions of  70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB in water. 
4.5. Filament Stretching Rheometry  
A series of transient uniaxial extensional rheology experiments were performed 
on a number of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions with increasing total 
surfactant concentrations using the filament stretching rheometer described in chapter 3.  
In Figure 4.6, representative plots of extensional viscosity as a function of Hencky strain 
are presented for a series of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions between 2 
and 8wt% at T = 23°C.  Experiments were performed over a wide range of Weissenberg 
numbers varying from Wi = 1 to 16, however to facilitate comparison between solutions, 
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the experiments in Figure 4.6 are for a narrow range around Wi ≈ 3.  For each of the 
wormlike micelle solutions, the filament stretching experiments came to an end with an 
elasto-capillary thinning at Weissenberg numbers close to Wi = 1 and an abrupt rupture 
near the axial midplane of the fluid filament at much higher Weissenberg numbers.  This 
is consistent with the previous observations for linear wormlike micelle solutions 
(Bhardwaj et al 2006; Rothstein 2003a).  
 As seen in Figure 4.6, the extensional viscosities of the all the above mentioned 
70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solution were found to increase monotonically 
with increasing Hencky strain.  For concentrations of 4wt% and above, the solutions 
exhibit a Newtonian response with little to no strain hardening, 3,Tr ≈  at any of the 
extension rate tested.  Although the extensional viscosity did not reach steady-state in 
many cases, a clear trend of can be observed if one compares the maximum extensional 
viscosity reached before filament failure. As seen in Figure 4.6a and 4.6b, the extensional 
viscosity initially increases with surfactant concentration, but then decreases 
monotonically with increasing surfactant concentration beyond a concentration of 3wt%. 
In Figure 4.7, the elastic tensile stress plotted as a function of accumulated Hencky strain 
for 5wt% 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solution at a series of large 
Weiessenberg number experiments, Wi >>1.  The elastic tensile stress in the fluid 
filaments were all observed to increase monotonically and strain harden more quickly 
with increasing extension rate.  Each of these experiments was observed to end with a 
rupture of the fluid filament before the fluid reaches a steady-state value of the 
extensional viscosity. The value of the elastic tensile stress at rupture was found to be 
independent of imposed extension rate.  The observations in Figure 4.7 are consistent for 
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all of the high Weissenberg number experiments of the other concentrations tested.  
Similar trends were observed for the rupture of linear wormlike micelle solutions in 
extensional flows (Bhardwaj et al 2007a; Rothstein 2003a) and thus the presence of 
micelle branching does not seem to affect the rupture phenomena. 
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Figure 4-6: FISER measurements of the transient extensional viscosity as a function of 
accumulated Hencky strain for  a series of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions at 
T=23°C.  Included in a) are solutions with total surfactant concentrations of  2wt%(Wi = 3.2), 
 2.75wt%(Wi = 3.6),  3wt(Wi = 3.2) and 	 4wt%(Wi = 3.2) while in b) are solutions of  
5wt% (Wi = 3.2), 
 6wt% (Wi = 3.9),  7wt% (Wi = 2.1) and   8wt% (Wi = 3.2). 
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In Figure 4.8, the maximum value of the extensional viscosity and the Trouton 
ratio for each of the FiSER measurements in Figure 4.6 are plotted as a function of the 
total surfactant concentration.  These values represent an average over a number of 
separate experiments with error bars superimposed over the data to demonstrate the 
repeatability of these measurements.  In some cases this value also corresponds to a 
steady-state value, however, some experiments ended before steady state could be 
obtained. 
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Figure 4-7:  FISER measurements of elastic tensile stress growth as a function of accumulated 
Hencky strain for the 5wt% 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solution  at T=23°C and 
Weissenberg numbers of Wi= 19.5 , Wi = 65 and Wi= 130.  All experiments are observed 
to end with a rupture of the fluid filament before the fluid reaches a steady-state value of the 
extensional viscosity. 
The Trouton ratio was found to initially decrease quite rapidly before approaching 
a plateau close to the Newtonian limit of 3Tr ≈  for concentrations above 3wt%.  The 
initial decrease in the Trouton ratio with increasing concentration for concentrations 
below 4wt% is consistent with the previous literature which showed that for both 
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entangled linear wormlike micelle solutions and entangled polymer solutions, that the 
degree of strain hardening decreases with increasing concentrations (Rothstein 2003a; 
Rothstein & McKinley 2002a). Physically, this can be explained by considering that for a 
linear wormlike micelle as the total surfactant concentration is increased, the number of 
entanglement points along a wormlike chain increases and the molecular weight of the 
micelle stretched between the entanglement points decreases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-8: FiSER measurements of the maximum value of extensional viscosity obtained 
before filament failure, , and the corresponding Trouton Ratio, , as a function of  total 
surfactant concentration for wormlike solutions of  70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB in water at a 
Weissenberg number of Wi = 3. 
This reduces the finite extensibility of the chain between entanglement points and 
therefore the steady state extensional viscosity.(Rothstein & McKinley 2002a)  The 
expected decrease in the Trouton ratio with increasing concentration can be seen more 
clearly if we think about the asymptotic analysis of the FENE-P model that the steady-
state extensional viscosity can be written in the form (Doyle et al 1998) 
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                                              ( )( )2, 3 2 1 1/ 2 ... .E s Bnk T Lη η λ λε∞ − = − +                           (4.1) 
In the limit of large Weissenberg numbers, Eq. 4.1 reduces to 2, 2E Bnk T Lη λ∞ =  or 
equivalently a Trouton ratio of 22Tr L
∞
= .  Of course this analysis is not quite right 
because Eq. 4.1 is derived from the FENE-P model which was developed to describe the 
rheology of dilute polymer solutions not entangled wormlike micelle solutions, however, 
for an entangled system we expect the finite extensibility of each entangled segment, 
2
segL , to be reduced by a factor of /w eZ M M=  such that 
2 2 /segL L Z= .(Bhattacharjee et al 
2002; Doi & Edwards 1986; Mead et al 1998; Rothstein & McKinley 2002a)  The 
molecular weight between entanglements can be expressed as 0/e A BM cN k T G=  where c is 
the concentration of surfactant and NA is Avogadro’s number.(Ferry 1980)  Thus the 
finite extensibility of an entangled segment and therefore the equilibrium value of the 
Trouton ratio for an entangled wormlike micelle system can be directly related to the 
mesh size of the wormlike micelle solution; 2 3segL ξ∝ , and thus the Trouton ratio varies as 
3Tr ξ
∞
∝  or equivalently 1 9 / 40Tr G c
− −
∞
∝ ∝ .  This scaling of the finite extensibility and the 
steady-state value of the Trouton ratio was followed by a number of linear wormlike 
micelle solutions in the past.(Rothstein 2003a)  However, for the micelle solutions tested 
here, the decay in the Trouton ratio is much faster dropping by two orders of magnitude 
for an increase in surfactant concentration from 2wt% to 4wt%.  In addition, for 
concentrations for 4wt% and above, Trouton ratios of Tr ≈ 3 were achieved such that for 
concentrations where micelle branching has been observed the wormlike micelle 
solutions do not strain harden but instead behave like a Newtonian fluid in extensional 
flows.  These observations of the extensional viscosity of branched systems are consistent 
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with the measurements of Fischer et al. (Fischer et al 1997), however, due to the dramatic 
strain hardening we have observed for the low concentration linear micelles, our 
interpretation of the results is quite different. 
From Figure 4.8, it is clear that the branching has a significant effect on 
extensional viscosity measured in CaBER and FiSER.  Additionally, it appears that the 
extensional rheology of wormlike micelles may be a bulk measurement technique 
capable of discriminating between linear and branched wormlike micelles solutions.  To 
emphasize this point, it is possible to compare any two samples with approximately the 
same shear viscosity, but taken from either side of the maximum in the shear viscosity. 
This is done in Figure 4.9 by comparing the maximum Trouton ratio as a function of 
Weissenberg number for four wormlike micelle solutions with different total surfactant 
concentrations.   
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Figure 4-9: FISER measurements of the maximum Trouton ratio as a function of Weissenberg 
number for a series of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions at T = 23°C.  Included 
are solutions with total surfactant concentrations of  2wt%,  2.75wt%,  6wt% and   
8wt%. 
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These observations are in stark contrast to extensional rheology measurements of 
linear and branched polymer melts where the presence of branching dramatically 
increases strain hardening of the extensional viscosity by reducing polymer mobility at a 
branched point which results in increased chain stretching and reptation tube dilation.  
For branched micelles, our measurements clearly demonstrate that the branch point do 
not represent a similar hindrance to flow.  In fact, the observed trend in the extensional 
viscosity demonstrates just how effective ghost-like crossings and sliding branch points 
are at relieving tensile stress in extensional flows.  Even in a system without stable 
branch points, ghost-like crossings become more likely as the concentration of surfactant 
is increased and electrostatic screening reduces the energy barrier for producing a 
temporary branch point.  Additionally, in a system which contains micelles with stable 
branch points, the branch points are not fixed, but are quite fluid and move along the 
micelle with little to no energy penalty.  It was hypothesized by Appell et al. (Appell et al 
1992) that sliding of branch points represents a faster stress relief mechanism than 
reptation or a micelle rupture and reformation process that would allow two micelles to 
move through each other at an entanglement point.  The data appear to agree with this 
hypothesis.   
4.6  Branched Wormlike Micelle Conclusions 
The effects of branching on the shear and the extensional rheology of a series of 
wormlike micelle solutions was studied using both a filament stretching rheometer and 
capillary breakup rheometer.  A series of NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solution were 
tested with a fixed ratio of NaOA to C8TAB of 70/30 and increasing total surfactant 
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concentrations.  The shear rheology of the wormlike micelle solution demonstrated a 
maximum in shear viscosity at 4wt% followed by a sharp decrease in viscosity with 
increasing surfactant concentration.  Conversely, no maximum is observed in the plateau 
modulus.  The plateau modulus was found to increases monotonically with increasing 
total surfactant concentration.  It has been long hypothesized and recently demonstrated 
through cryo-TEM imaging that the maximum in shear viscosity for these fluids can be 
explained as a transition from an entangled linear micelle solution to a branched micelle 
solution (Cui et al 2007; Ziserman 2005; Ziserman et al 2004).  These branched points 
are quite fluid and can move easily along the wormlike micelle (Drye & Cates 1992) 
resulting in an additional stress relaxation mode not accessible in linear systems (Appell 
et al 1992). 
A series of transient uniaxial extensional rheology experiments were performed 
on a number of 70/30 NaOA/ C8TAB wormlike micelle solutions with increasing total 
surfactant concentrations between 2wt% to 8wt% using both a filament stretching and a 
capillary breakup rheometer.  The extensional viscosity measurements of the filament 
stretching rheometer are in agreement with those of the capillary breakup rheometer.  All 
of the wormlike micelle solutions below 4wt% demonstrated some degree of strain 
hardening, however, beyond 4wt% little strain hardening is observed.  For the lowest 
concentration surfactant solutions tested, the fluid are know to contain only linear 
wormlike micelles.  For these linear micelle solutions dramatic strain harden of the 
extensional viscosity and Trouton ratios of close to 1000Tr ≈  were observed.  It should be 
noted that these are not steady-state values of the extensional viscosity, but are instead 
the maximum value of the extensional viscosity obtained before the fluid filament failed.  
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The maximum value of the Trouton ratio was initially found to decrease very rapidly with 
increasing surfactant concentration and micelle branching; reducing by two orders of 
magnitude as the concentration was increased by two weight percent and eventually 
approaching an asymptote close to the Newtonian limit, Tr = 3, for concentrations of for 
4wt% and above.  This decrease of Trouton ratio and the sharp reduction in the 
extensional relaxation time ratio with increased surfactant concentration and branching 
are likely due to the new stress relief mechanisms available to branched micelles which 
appear to be extremely efficient in extensional flows.  These new stress relief 
mechanisms include sliding of branch points along the length of the micelle and the 
increased occurrence of ‘ghost-like’ crossing with increasing surfactant concentration.  
These results suggest that extensional rheology may be a bulk measurement technique 
capable of identifying branching in wormlike micelle solutions when one considers that 
the extensional viscosity of branched micelles shows little or no strain hardening even as 
the solutions continue to demonstrate significant elasticity.  
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                                                 CHAPTER 5 
EXTENSIONAL RHEOLOGY OF SHEAR-THICKENING  NANOPARTICLE 
SUSPENSIONS  
 
The use of shear-thickening fluids has resulted in a tremendous amount of 
industrial and commercial innovations. When compared to extensional rheology, the 
shear rheology of suspensions are well understood. The extensional flow of shear 
thickening suspensions remains mostly unexplored. Only a very limited number of 
studies have investigated the response of suspensions to extensional flows. In the work 
mentioned in this chapter, we have used a filament stretching rheometer to measure the 
extensional properties of shear-thickening nanoparticle suspensions as a function of 
extension rate. We observed that these suspensions demonstrate significant extensional 
thickening at a critical extension rate. We have also represented that the physical 
mechanism responsible for extensional thickening is similar to that of shear. We 
quantified the physical mechanism of extensional thickening using small angle scattering 
measurements. 
5.1 Shear-Thickening Suspensions 
5.1.1 Introduction 
The early investigations of shear thickening systems were inspired by the 
damage often caused to the processing equipment and the dramatic changes in 
suspension microstructure which were found to often result in poor fluid and coating 
qualities (Bender & Wagner 1996). A great deal of research has been dedicated to 
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understanding and predicting the dynamics of shear-thickening colloidal 
suspensions(Barnes 1989; Bender & Wagner 1996; Boersma et al 1990; Brady & 
Bossis 1985; Fischer et al 2007; Foss & Brady 2000; Hoffman 1974a; 1998; Lee & 
Wagner 2003; Maranzano & Wagner 2001b; Raghavan & Khan 1997a). The use of 
shear-thickening fluids has resulted in a tremendous amount of industrial and 
commercial innovations. As an example, the highly nonlinear behavior of shear 
thickening fluids has been exploited in the design of machine mounts and damping 
devices (Helber et al 1990; Laun et al 1991). Additionally, it has recently been 
demonstrated that shear-thickening fluids, when incorporated into bullet proof vests 
and subjected to high velocity projectiles, can dramatically improve both the 
performance and flexibility of body armor(Lee & Wagner 2003). 
5.1.2  Literature Background 
The origins of shear thickening in colloidal suspensions have been debated in 
the recent literature. Hoffman, in his pioneering work (Hoffman 1974a) used light 
diffraction combined with shear rheology to investigate micro structural details during 
the onset of shear thickening. He proposed that the onset of shear thickening at the 
critical shear rate corresponds to an order to disorder transition of particles. In 
subsequent years, researchers have simulated and experimentally studied different 
types of colloidal dispersions to investigate the validity of the proposed order to 
disorder transition. Boersma et al. (Boersma et al 1990) proposed a new model for the 
onset of shear thickening on the basis of balance between hydrodynamic shear forces 
and stabilizing electrostatic force which agreed with the dynamic simulation proposed 
by Bossis et al.(Bossis & Brady 1984) for the hydrodynamic clustering of particles. 
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Their experimental investigations agreed well with their proposed critical shear rate 
dependence on medium viscosity, particle radius and the volume fraction. Bossis and 
Brady(Bossis & Brady 1989) determined the viscosity of a suspension of spherical 
Brownian particles by Stokesian dynamics as a function of the Peclet number. 
According to their simulation results, the suspensions shear thicken at high Peclet 
numbers due to the formation of large clusters. Other Experimental studies(Bender & 
Wagner 1996; Catherall et al 2000; Fagan & Zukoski 1997; Laun et al 1992b; 
Maranzano & Wagner 2001a) have also confirmed that shear thickening can occur 
without shear-induced order to disorder transition. Through measurements of  
rheology, turbidity, flow small angle neutron scattering and stress-optical relationship, 
Bender et al. (Bender & Wagner 1996) showed that  hydrodynamic lubrication forces 
dominates all the other colloidal forces in the shear thickened suspension and 
concluded that shear thickening results from a transition from a shear-induced ordered 
structure to the state of hydrodynamic clustering. The important parameters that 
controls the shear thickening are particle size distribution, particle shape, particle-
particle interactions and viscosity of suspended phase (Barnes 1989). The cumulative 
effects of these parameters controls the pre and post-transition response of the shear 
thickening phenomenon(Fischer et al 2007).  
A number of researchers have investigated the dynamic properties of shear 
thickening fluids (Boersma et al 1992; Fischer et al 2007; Laun et al 1991; Lee et al 
2003; Mewis & Biebaut 2001; Raghavan & Khan 1997a). Laun et al. (Laun et al 1991) 
investigated the flow properties of a strongly shear thickening polymer dispersion in 
steady, transient and oscillatory shear flows. Their oscillatory measurements 
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demonstrated that the transition to shear thickening occurred at a critical strain 
amplitude, cγ  which decreased with increasing angular frequency,ω . More recently, 
Boersma et al. (Boersma et al 1992) studied the viscoelastic behavior of concentrated 
dispersions of silica particles suspended in a mixture of  glycerol and water. From the 
oscillatory shear measurements, they interpreted the low frequency behavior in terms 
of a steady shear response, where the critical shear rate (
c
dynamic steady
c c
γ ωγ γ= =  ) must be 
attained in order for the suspension to shear thicken. Using this modified Cox-Merz 
rule, also known as the Delaware-Rutgers rule, the data for both oscillatory and steady 
shear flows can be collapsed on to a single master curve. The agreement between 
steady shear and low frequency dynamic oscillatory response was supported by 
Bender and Wagner (Bender & Wagner 1995) through optical measurements on hard 
sphere dispersions. Raghavan and Khan (Raghavan & Khan 1997a) also confirmed the 
agreement for systems very similar to those used in this study. According to their 
results, fumed silica suspensions in low molecular weight polypropylene glycol (PPG) 
exhibit shear-thickening at high critical strains and low frequencies. The 
hydrodynamic interactions between two nanoparticles are proportional to the dynamic 
shear rate. At moderate frequencies, the hydrodynamic forces overcome the repulsive 
interactions between particles resulting in the connection of aggregates at the critical 
dynamic shear rate to form clusters. At high frequencies, the hydrodynamic forces get 
large enough to break down clusters and the fluids begin to shear thin again. 
Although, shear rheology of thickening suspensions are well understood, 
extensional rheology of these suspensions remains mostly unexplored. Only a very 
limited number of studies have investigated the response of suspensions to extensional 
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flows. Xu et al. (Xu et al 2005b)  investigated the morphology and rheology of an 
entangled nanofiber/glycerol-water suspensions containing millimeter and centimeter size 
agglomerates. They used an opposed jet device to investigate a 1wt% nanofiber 
suspensions under extensional flow. The suspensions exhibit extensional thinning 
behavior which is likely a result of breakdown of entangled nanofiber network structure 
under extensional stress. Ma et al. (Ma et al 2008a) used capillary breakup extensional 
rheometer to investigate the difference in extensional rheology of a Newtonian epoxy, 
and a series of suspensions of carbon nanotubes in the epoxy. The extensional viscosity 
measurements were in good agreement with theoretical predictions of Batchelor 
(Batchelor 1971) and Shaqfeh et al.(Shaqfeh & Fredrickson 1990) who studied rigid rod 
particles in extensional flows. The extensional viscosity enhancement observed for 
carbon nanotube suspensions is the result of orientation of carbon nanotube in the flow 
direction during the stretch. In this work, we compare the shear and extensional rheology 
of suspensions of fumed silica particles suspended in low molecular weight 
polypropylene glycol. To understand the extensional properties of these suspensions, we 
systematically investigated the effect of concentration of the colloidal suspensions and 
extension rate using a filament stretching rheometer and correlate the results to light 
scattering measurements made using a microfluidic hyperbolic contraction. The 
schematic diagram of microfluidic contraction is shown in Figure 5-1. 
5.2  Test Fluids 
A series of suspensions of concentrations 17.5 wt%, 25wt% and 30 wt% were 
prepared by mixing  hydrophilic fumed silica (Aerosil® 200, Evonik Degussa) in poly-
propylene glycol with Mn=1000 g/mol (Aldrich) in a blender. The hydrophilic fumed silica 
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has a primary particle size of 12 nm and has a specific surface area of approximately 200 
m
2
/g. These primary particles are irreversibly fused to form large aggregates, typically about 
100nm in size. These aggregates are branched chain-like structure with an aspect ratio that 
appears to be on average about 5:1 and characteristic fractal dimension, df  equal to 1.7  in 
three dimensional space (Raghavan & Khan 1997a). Images of these particles can be found 
in Raghavan et al (Raghavan & Khan 1997a). After one hour of mixing, the suspension, a 
transparent and colorless liquid, was obtained. The resulting suspensions were kept in the 
vacuum chamber for several hours to remove the air bubbles before use.  
5.3 Shear Rheology Results 
The steady and dynamic shear rheology of the test fluids 2 were characterized 
using a stress-controlled rheometer (TA instruments, AR2000) with 40mm parallel plate 
geometry. The suspensions were loaded and allowed to equilibrate for several minutes. In 
Figure 5-2, the Delaware-Rutgers rule, η*( oγ ω ) = η(γ ), is applied to collapse the data 
from dynamic frequency sweeps at different set strains ranging from 50% to 1000%. The 
steady-shear viscosity data is superimposed over the dynamic data. All the tested 
nanoparticle suspensions were observed to initially shear thin at lower strain and strain 
rates and shear thicken at higher strain and strain rates owing presumably to the 
formation of large hydrodynamic clusters(Raghavan & Khan 1997a). These 
hydrodynamic clusters are composed of group of particles formed as shear forces drive 
them to contact, and short range lubrication forces dominate the flow resulting in a 
viscosity increase(Bender & Wagner 1996). The shear-thickening transition is initiated at 
lower frequencies when the strain amplitude is high. The critical value of angular 
frequency for the onset of shear-thickening was found to increase monotonically with 
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decreased strain amplitude. These observations are consistent with previous work 
involving similar colloidal systems, (Fischer et al 2007; Raghavan & Khan 1997a) 
although the concentrations tested here are in some cases larger than those reported in the 
literature. 
5.4 Filament Stretching Rheometry  
A series of transient extensional rheology measurements were performed on the 
silica particle suspensions with concentrations 17.5wt%, 25wt% and 30wt%. In Figure 5-
3, a representative plots of extensional viscosity as a function of accumulated Hencky 
strain is presented for a series of extension rates, varying from 11sε −=  to 17sε −= . As seen 
in all of Figure 5-3, only a modest strain hardening is observed at low strain rates. In this 
regime, the extensional rheology is essentially insensitive to changes in extension rate 
and is similar to the response of nanofiber suspensions made in the past where 
enhancement of the extensional viscosity was due to alignment of the high aspect ratio 
fibers in the flow direction(Ma et al 2008a). The nanoparticles used in this study are not 
spherical, but are fractal with chain-like structure resulting from fusion of many spherical 
primary particles in to single aggregate particle. As a result they have a modest aspect 
ratio which can appear to be as much as ten to one from the SEM images presented in 
Raghavan et al (Raghavan & Khan 1997a). One would therefore expect some extensional 
thickening resulting from alignment of individual nanoparticles in the flow direction as 
has been observed in experiments and predicted for suspensions of rigid rods. For the 
17.5wt% concentration shown in Figure 3a, a similar response was observed at all the 
extension rates tested. 
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Figure 5-1: Delaware-Rutgers rule [η*( oγ ω ) = η(γ )] applied to the data from dynamic 
frequency sweeps at different set strains (γo) 50% 	, 100% , 300% , 500% , 1000%   
and steady strain rate sweeps (). The data included are solutions of (a) 17.5 wt%, (b) 25wt% 
and (c) 30wt% colloidal suspensions of silica in polypropylene glycol. 
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However, at critical extension rate of 15.5sε −= and 12.0sε −= , a dramatic increase in 
both the speed and magnitude of the strain hardening is observed for the 25wt% and 
30wt% solutions in Figure 5-3b and 5-3c respectively with increasing extensional rate. 
The sharpness of the extensional rheology transition observed in Figure 3 is 
extraordinary. In both polymeric and wormlike micelle solutions, the steady-state 
extensional viscosity is observed to increase and the onset of strain hardening has been 
observed to move towards smaller strains with increasing extension rate (McKinley & 
Sridhar 2002a; Rothstein 2003b). However, in neither of those cases is such a dramatic or 
quick transition in extensional viscosity is observed. Take for example, the 30wt% 
solution in Figure 5-3c. At a Hencky strain atε =1 , the extensional viscosity is found to 
increase from approximately 100Pa sEη = ⋅  to 1000Pa sEη = ⋅  to 9000Pa sEη = ⋅  as the 
extension rate is increased from 13sε −=  to -14sε =  to -15sε = . With less than a 70% 
increase in extension rate a two order of magnitude increase in the extensional viscosity 
was observed. We believe that this dramatic increase in strain hardening is likely due to 
the same mechanism responsible for shear thickening in shear flows; the formation of 
long nanoparticle strings ordered and aligned in the flow direction, where interparticle 
interaction dominate the flow leading to an increased viscosity. To emphasize the 
similarity between the shear and extensional measurements, the steady-state extensional 
viscosity is plotted in Figure 5-4 as a function of extension rate for both the 25wt% and 
30wt% nanoparticle suspensions. The steady state extensional viscosity in Figure 5-4 
shows a sharp extensional thickening transition which is very similar in magnitude to the 
shear thickening transition observed in steady shear flows.  
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Figure 5-2: FiSER measurements of the transient extensional viscosity as a function of 
accumulated Hencky strain for different concentrations of silica suspensions in polypropylene 
glycol at T = 23 0C. Included  in (a) are solutions of 17.5 wt% with extension ratesε  = 4s-1 (), 
5s-1 (	), 6s-1 (), 7s-1() while in (b) are solutions of 25 wt% with extension rates ε  = 4s-1 (), 
5s-1 (	), 5.5s-1 (), 6s-1 (), 7s-1 () and in (c) are solutions of 30 wt% with extension rates ε  
= 1s-1 (
), 2s-1 (), 3s-1 (), 4s-1 (), 5s-1 (	). 
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A natural question that arises is whether the observed extensional thickening is a 
new phenomena or simply a manifestation of the same physical mechanism that resulted 
in the thickening observed in shear. In order to compare the relative magnitude of 
extensional to shear thickening, the Trouton ratio is shown as a function of extension rate 
in Figure 5-5. The Trouton ratio is defined using the convention proposed by Jones et al. 
(Jones et al 1987), ( ) ( 3 )
E
Tr η ε η γ ε==    , where the shear viscosity used to normalize the 
steady-state extensional viscosity is evaluated at a shear rate of 3γ ε=  . 
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Figure 5-3:  Steady state extensional viscosity as a function of extension rate for 30wt% () 
and 25wt% () silica suspensions in polypropylene glycol at T = 23 0C. 
 
This definition will always give a conservative estimate of the Trouton ratio. Even 
after taking shear thickening effects into consideration, a steep rise in steady-state 
Trouton ratio is observed for both 25 wt% and 30wt% colloidal suspensions. Extensional 
hardening is thus observed to occur at deformation rates smaller than those found to 
result in shear thickening. For example in 30 wt% case,  the value of steady-state Trouton 
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ratio is observed to increase an order of magnitude as the extension rate is increased from 
10.5sε −=  to 12sε −=  before returning to more modest values at higher extension rates. 
These observations clearly demonstrate that based on the critical deformation rate for the 
onset of thickening, extensional flows are more effective than shear flows at forming and 
aligning strings of nanoparticles.  
This observation may be surprising at first because a strong extensional flow 
might be expected to break down weakly aggregated structures. However, the relative 
rheological enhancement in extensional flows as compared to shear flows might be 
attributable to the lack of rotation in extensional flow which could be responsible for 
slowing the formation or even breaking down long string-like nanoparticle aggregates in 
shear flows.   
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Figure 5-4: Steady-state Trouton ratio as a function of extension rate for 30 wt% (	) and 
25wt% () colloidal suspensions of silica in polypropylene glycol. 
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Although the thickening occurs at lower deformation rates in extensional flows, 
the thickening transition occurs at a significantly higher stress in extensional flows.  This 
is quantified in Table 5-1 through a comparison of the critical shear stress, ,yx cτ , and 
extensional stress, ( )zz rr cτ τ− , for the onset of shear and extensional thickening of 
colloidal suspensions as a function of particle concentration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5-1: Critical shear and extensional stresses and rates for the onset of shear and extensional 
thickening of colloidal suspensions of fumed silica in polypropylene glycol. 
 
An important observation from Table 1 is that both the critical shear and 
extensional stresses are found to decay approximately linearly with increasing 
concentration.  This suggests that the physical mechanism for shear and extensional 
thickening is the same. To explore the sensitivity of formation of strings of particles in 
extensional flows, we used a pre-shear device attached to the upper endplate of our 
filament stretching rheometer as described in Bhardwaj et al. (Bhardwaj et al 2007b). 
Using this device, the test fluids were subjected to shear rates varying in strength from 
0.3γ =  to 13s−  for a fixed duration of ten seconds just prior to the onset of stretch. In 
Figure 5-6, the extensional viscosity with different pre-shear strengths and fixed 
extension rates of 11sε −= and 14s−  is plotted as a function of accumulated Hencky strain 
for the 30wt% colloidal suspensions.  In Figure 5-6, we can see that the extensional 
viscosities with low pre-shear strength more or less behave like a pure extensional flow. 
However, with increasing pre-shear strength there is a delay in the onset of extensional 
Particle Concentration [wt%] 
,yx cτ [Pa] cγ  [s
-1
] ( )zz rr cτ τ− [Pa] cε  [s-1] 
17.5 24 13 > 2400 >7 
25 13 10 1800 5.5 
30 11 5 1300 2 
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thickening transition. We believe that the formation of strings of particles at higher 
preshear strengths tend to delay the onset of extensional thickening, because the aligned 
strings must be rotated from the shear direction into the extensional direction before 
strain hardening can begin. Similar observations have been made for the extensional 
viscosities of polymer solutions (Anna 2000; Larson 2000) and wormlike micelle 
solutions in extensional flows following pre-shear (Bhardwaj et al 2007b). 
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Figure 5-5:  Extensional viscosity with varying preshear rates γ  = 0.3s-1(	), 0.6s-1 (), 1s-1 
(), 3s-1 () as a function of accumulated Hencky strain for 30 wt% colloidal suspensions of 
silica in polypropylene glycol with fixed extension rate ofε  = 1s-1. The filled () corresponds to 
case without preshear. 
 
5.5 Small Angle Light Scattering Measurements 
 
As described in section 5.1.2, a hyperbolic contraction was used to investigate the 
alignment and ordering of nano-particle suspensions in extensional flows through small 
angle light scattering measurements. In Figure 5-7, the SALS patterns are shown for 
extension rates of ε = 0, 5 and 8s-1 for the 25wt% colloidal suspensions. All images in 
Figure 5-7 are taken at a position in the hyperbolic contraction where the suspensions 
have accumulated a total strain of 2.ε =  Below an extension rate of 15sε −= , the 
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scattering pattern is indistinguishable from the no flow case. For 15sε −≥ , a bright streak 
appears in the scattering pattern normal to the flow direction. It is important to note that 
the range of scattering vectors that we could interrogate with our SALS setup was 
between 10.5 3.8µmq −< < . Within this range, information about the alignment of the 
individual chainlike nanoparticles could not be obtained because they are too small.   
     
Figure 5-6: Schematic diagram of the hyperbolic contraction used to perform light scattering 
measurements. 
 
Thus only scattering from aggregates of particles could be observed.  The 
scattering patterns observed in Figure 5-7 are indicative of the formation of long strings 
of particles aligned in the flow direction (Scirocco et al 2004).  As seen in Figure 5-7, the 
intensity and length of this streak in the scattering pattern increases with increasing 
extension rate. The onset of alignment of strings or aggregated strings is observed to 
begin at extension rate of 15sε −=  which corresponds to the onset of the dramatic 
extensional hardening in Figure 5-3.  In Figure 5-8, the normalized pixel intensity is 
shown as a function of azimuthal angle, φ, for SALS patterns shown in Figure 5-7. It is 
clear from Figure 5-8, the alignment of clusters in the flow direction is demonstrated by 
the peak in the pixel intensity at -90° and 90°.  Here the flow is aligned with 0°. The 
strength of the peak and therefore the degree of string alignment is observed to increase 
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with extension rate. In Figure 5-9, the scattering intensity, I, is plotted as a function of the 
scattering vector, q, for the three extension rates presented in Figure 5-7. The variation of 
scattering intensity with scattering vector for all the extension rates tested were found to 
be indistinguishable from the no flow case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                               
 
Figure 5-7: Small angle light scattering patterns for 25wt% colloidal suspensions of silica in 
polypropylene glycol flowing through a microfluidic hyperbolic contraction designed to produce 
a nearly constant extension rate flow. The arrow indicates the flow direction. 
 
No Flow 
Extension Rate of  5 s
-1 
Extension Rate of  8 s
-1 
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We did not observe any correlation peaks which could further our understanding 
of the early onset of cluster and string formation.  However, this was not completely 
unexpected given the large concentration of particles in our solutions and the relatively 
large length scales that can be probed by our small angle light scattering apparatus.  The 
interaction of individual particles to produce clusters is a small length scale phenomena 
that would require much higher wave vectors to be probed (Maranzano & Wagner 2002). 
In our future studies, we hope to use neutron scattering or ultra small angle light 
scattering to gain more insight into the onset of hydrodynamic clustering in extensional 
flows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     
Figure 5-8: Normalized pixel intensity of the scattering images presented in Figure 7 as a 
function of azimuthal angle for 25wt% colloidal suspensions of silica in polypropylene glycol. 
Included are solutions for no flow (), and extension rates of  5s-1 (	) and 8s-1 (). 
 
In order to quantify the alignment of the strings of nanoparticles, the scattering 
intensity, I (q,φ), is weighted by a spherical harmonic to capture the degree of asymmetry 
in the scattering. The result is an alignment factor defined as (Scirocco et al 2004; Walker 
et al 1997). In Figure 5-10, we present a value of the alignment factor averaged over a 
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finite range of the scattering vector between 10.5 3.8q mµ −≤ ≤ . In our experiments, φ = 
0° is the flow direction. The alignment factor ranges from Af = 0 for an unaligned sample 
to Af = 1 for a perfectly aligned sample. 
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Figure 5-9: Intensity of the scattering images presented in Figure 7 as a function of scattering 
vector, q for 25wt% colloidal suspensions of silica in polypropylene glycol. Included are 
solutions for no flow (), and extension rates of  5s-1(	)and 8s-1 (). 
 
For uniaxially aligned rigid rods, the alignment factor has been shown to be equivalent to 
the macroscopic order parameter (Walker et al 1997). The alignment factor is calculated 
as a function of extension rate for 25 wt% colloidal suspensions and plotted in Figure 5-
10. The magnitude of alignment is observed to increase from 0 to 0.14 as the extension 
rate is increased to 9s
-1
. The alignment factor appears to plateau or perhaps even decrease 
a little for extension rates above 18sε −= . These results are very much in agreement with 
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Figure 5-3b, where we can observe dramatic increase in strain hardening for these 
extension rates. The scattering clearly demonstrates that the extensional thickening is due 
to the rapid alignment of strings of particles in flow direction as the extension rate 
increases beyond 15sε −= . 
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Figure 5-10: Alignment factor as a function of extension rate for 25wt% colloidal suspensions 
of silica in polypropylene glycol. All measurements are taken at a location in the hyperbolic 
contraction corresponding to an accumulated strain of ε  = 2. 
 
Unlike the scattering of Scirocco et al. (Scirocco et al 2004) who observed Bragg 
scattering patterns corresponding to a dilute suspension of polystyrene particles nicely 
aligned in to uniformly spaced strings of particles in shear flow, we saw no such patterns. 
However, the alignment factors measured in our experiments are quite similar to those 
reported by Scirocco et al.(Scirocco et al 2004). 
5.6 Conclusions 
The extensional properties of shear-thickening colloidal suspensions of silica in 
polypropylene glycol were studied using a filament stretching rheometer as a function of 
concentration and extension rate. The shear rheology of a series of suspensions of 
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concentrations 17.5wt%, 25wt% and 30wt% demonstrated a shear thinning behavior at 
low strain and strain rates and shear thicken at high strain and strain rates owing to the 
formation of large hydrodynamic clusters. The shear-thickening transition was observed 
to be initiated at lower frequencies when the strain amplitude was high. The critical value 
of angular frequency for the onset of shear thickening was found to increase 
monotonically with decreased strain amplitude. These observations are consistent with 
previous work involving similar colloidal systems. 
A series of extensional rheology measurements were performed on suspensions of 
concentrations 17.5wt%, 25wt% and 30wt% using filament stretching rheometer. The 
extensional rheology of all the tested suspensions demonstrated modest strain hardening 
at low strain rates. For both the 30wt% and the 25wt% nanoparticle suspensions, the 
extensional rheology was found to be insensitive changes in extension rate in the low 
strain rate regime. However, at a critical extension rate, a dramatic increase in both the 
rate and magnitude of the strain hardening was observed for the 25wt% and 30wt% 
suspensions with increasing extensional rate. This observed strain hardening is similar in 
form to the shear rheology. The steady state extensional viscosity showed a sharp 
extensional thickening transition with increasing extension rate very similar to that 
observed in shear flows. This dramatic increase in strain hardening is most likely due to 
the formation of strings aligned in the flow direction, similar to the mechanism postulated 
to explain the shear thickening of these fluids.  
The formation of strings and alignment of clusters are quite sensitive to preshear 
strengths prior to extension. The extensional viscosities with low preshear strength more 
or less behave like pure extension flow. However, with increase in preshear strength after 
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critical preshear strength, there is a sharp delay in the onset of extensional thickening 
transition. The formation of strings of particles at higher preshear strengths likely tend to 
delay the onset of extensional thickening, because the strings must be rotated from the 
shear direction in to extensional direction before strain hardening can begin. A steep rise 
in steady-state Trouton ratio is observed for both 25 wt% and 30wt% colloidal 
suspensions as a function of extension rate. For 30wt% case, the value of steady-state 
Trouton ratio is observed to increase an order of magnitude with a small change in 
extension rate. We believe that this observed rise in steady-state Trouton ratio is due to 
the additional rotational component present in shear flows.  
A hyperbolic contraction was used to investigate the alignment and ordering of 
nano-particle suspensions in extensional flows through small angle light scattering 
measurements. The alignment of clusters in the flow direction was demonstrated by the 
peak in the pixel intensity at 0 and 180 degrees. The strength of the peak and therefore 
the particle alignment was observed to increase with extension rate. In order to quantify 
the degree of alignment of the strings of particles, an alignment factor was calculated 
from the SALS patterns as a function of extension rate. The value of alignment factor is 
found to increase from 0 to 0.14. These results reinforce our physical interpretation of the 
extensional rheology measurements of 25wt% colloidal suspensions of silica in 
polypropylene glycol. 
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                                               CHAPTER 6 
EXTENSIONAL RHEOLOGY OF A SHEAR-THICKENING CORNSTARCH AND 
WATER SUSPENSION 
 
 
As a follow-up study of the work mentioned in previous chapter, we want to 
investigate whether the physical mechanism responsible for extensional thickening in 
nano-particle suspensions is valid for cornstarch and water suspensions. We observed that 
physical mechanism responsible for extensional thickening in cornstarch and water 
suspensions is different from nanoparticle suspensions. Our measurements detailed in this 
chapter demonstrates that the fluid fails through a brittle fracture reminiscent of solid 
failure under extensional loadings well before a steady-state extensional viscosity can be 
reached. We have showed that the extensional thickening and brittle failure of the fluid 
filament is the result of jamming of the cornstarch particles under strong extensional 
flows.  
6.1 Literature Background 
The rheology and flow of colloidal suspensions has been a topic of great 
interest since Einstein’s seminal work (Einstein 1956).  Einstein showed that in the 
dilute limit, the addition of spherical particles to a Newtonian solvent results in a first 
order correction to the fluid viscosity, ( )1 2.5sη η φ= + , where φ  is the particle 
concentration and sη  is the viscosity of the suspending fluid (Einstein 1956; Happel & 
Brenner 1965).  As the concentration is increased beyond the dilute limit, particle-
particle interactions can produce long-range order which can result in non-Newtonian 
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effects such as shear-thinning or shear-thickening in the fluid viscosity, the generation 
of non-zero normal stresses and even the appearance of a yield stress at concentrations 
near maximum packing (Jeffreys & Acrivos 1976; Larson 1999).  In this paper, we 
will focus on concentrated dilatant dispersions for which shear thickening has been 
observed. 
The early investigations of shear thickening systems were motivated by the 
need to mitigate the damage that the shear-thickening transition can have on 
processing equipment, to understand the flow of slurries, and to improve coating 
quality (Bender & Wagner 1996).  Shear-thickening fluids are currently being utilized 
in a number of commercial applications including use in machine mounts, damping 
devices and limited slip differentials (Helber et al 1990; Laun et al 1991). 
Additionally, it has recently been demonstrated that shear-thickening fluids, when 
incorporated into Kevlar vests and subjected to high velocity projectiles, can 
dramatically improve both the performance and flexibility of the body armor (Lee et al 
2003). 
The physical mechanism of shear thickening has been generally well 
understood for some time.  Perhaps the best known example of shear-thickening in the 
literature is the pioneering work Hoffman (Hoffman 1972) who studied 1µm diameter 
PVC particles over a range of concentrations.  Above a volume fraction of 
approximately 0.5φ > , the suspensions demonstrated a discontinuity in their shear 
viscosity at a critical shear rate that decreased with increasing concentration.  Hoffman 
(Hoffman 1972) was the first to couple shear-thickening rheological measurements 
with microstructural information obtained through light diffraction measurements.  
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Below the critical shear rate, he observed diffraction patterns consistent with a two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice of spheres.  Hoffman (Hoffman 1972; 1974b) 
interpreted this as particles forming and moving past each other in highly-ordered 
layers; a theory that was first postulated by Reiner (Reiner 1949).  These fluids are 
often called dilatant because in order for the layers of particles to slide past each other 
they must expand in the gradient direction first (Pryce-Jones 1941).  Thus confinement 
can have a big effect on the response of these fluids in shear (Fall et al 2008).  Above 
the critical shear rate, Hoffman observed a diffuse diffraction pattern suggesting that at 
high shear rates the particles move in a disordered way (Hoffman 1972; 1974b). 
Over the last thirty years, a number of research groups have used a 
combination of numerical simulations and careful experiments to study the validity of 
the order-to-disorder transition first proposed by Hoffman as the source of shear-
thickening in concentrated suspensions.  More recent experimental studies (Bender & 
Wagner 1996; Catherall et al 2000; Fagan & Zukoski 1997; Laun et al 1992a; 
Maranzano & Wagner 2001a) have shown that shear thickening can occur without a 
shear-induced order-to-disorder transition. Through measurements of  rheology, 
turbidity, and small angle neutron scattering under flow, Bender et al. (Bender & 
Wagner 1996) showed that shear-thickening occurs when attractive hydrodynamic 
shear forces overcome the Brownian repulsive forces in hard sphere suspensions.  
They concluded that shear thickening results from a transition from a shear-induced 
ordered structure to the state of hydrodynamic clustering.  Their measurements were 
consistent with the measurements of Barnes (Barnes 1989) and the Stokesian 
dynamics simulations of Bossis et al. (Bossis & Brady 1984; 1989) which 
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demonstrated that suspensions shear thicken at high Peclét numbers due to the 
formation of large clusters.  At high concentrations, the shear-thickening transition can 
be discontinuous which is likely the result of aggregates of clusters forming a jammed 
network (Cates et al 1998; Farr et al 1997). 
Unlike the shear rheology shear-thickening suspensions,which has been studied 
quite extensively, the extensional rheology of concentrated suspensions has been studied 
with significantly less scrutiny.  The first reference to the behavior of concentrated 
suspensions in extensional flows dates back to Pryce-Jones (Pryce-Jones 1941) in 1941 
who observed that dilatancy was an essential property for insuring spinnability in 
suspensions although no quantitative data were presented.  Despite this early observation, 
it wasn’t until the 1970 that extensional viscosity measurements of suspensions were 
made (Kizior & Seyer 1974; Mewis & Metzner 1974; Takserman-Krozer & Ziabicki 
1963).  These experiments focused on dilute shear-thinning suspensions of rigid rods of 
different aspect ratios with Trouton ratios of greater than / 250ETr η η= >  achieved for 
the highest aspect ratio and concentration of fibers.  Here η  and Eη  are the shear and 
extensional viscosity of the suspension respectively.  The experimental extensional 
viscosity measurements were in good agreement with theoretical predictions of Batchelor 
(Batchelor 1971).  A number of more recent studies have looked at the extensional 
viscosity of fiber suspensions in both Newtonian (Ma et al 2008b; Xu et al 2005a) and 
viscoelastic solvents (Férec et al 2009; Metzner 1985). 
More recently, Chellamuthu et al. (Chellamuthu et al 2009a) investigated the 
extensional rheology of a shear-thickening fumed silica nanoparticle suspension using a 
filament stretching rheometer. Below a critical extension rate their measurements showed 
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little strain hardening.  At a critical extension rate, however, Chellamuthu et al. 
(Chellamuthu et al 2009a) observed a dramatic increase in the rate and extent of strain 
hardening of the extensional viscosity similar to the thickening transition observed in 
shear.  Light scattering measurements showed that the extensional hardening was due to 
the alignment of nanoparticles and the formation of long strings of aggregates in the flow.  
The fumed silica particles used in their study had a fractal chain-like structure (Raghavan 
& Khan 1997b).  One question this current study hopes to answer is whether extensional 
hardening can also be achieved in symmetric or nearly symmetric particles that exhibit 
shear thickening.   
In this thesis, the shear and extensional rheology of a suspension of 55wt% 
cornstarch and water are explored. Shear rheology measurements were performed to 
study the shear-thickening behavior of the suspension. A filament stretching rheometer 
was then employed to study the effect of extension rate on the extensional viscosity of the 
suspension. Finally, capillary breakup extensional rheology measurements were used to 
examine the dynamics of the flow leading up to the brittle filament failure observed 
during filament stretching.  
6.2 Sample Preperation 
 A suspension of cornstarch (Argo) in water was prepared at 55wt%. This 
corresponds to a volume fraction of φ = 35.5% assuming a density of 1550kg/m3 (Yang et 
al 2005).  As seen in Figure 1, the cornstarch particles are polydisperse in size ranging 
from 5µm to 15µm in diameter with a facetted shape that is approximately spherical.  
This weight fraction was chosen to insure shear-thickening behavior while maintaining a 
workable solution.  The samples were initially mixed by hand and then for a period of 15 
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minutes using a sonicator (Branson 2510) in order to obtain a uniform distribution of 
cornstarch particles within the suspension and to insure the particles where not 
aggregated.  
6.3 Results and Discussions 
6.3.1 Shear Rheology 
High concentration suspensions of cornstarch and water are well-known to shear-thicken 
in both steady and oscillatory shear flows (Fall et al 2008; Merkt et al 2004).  Owing to 
their low cost and the ease of acquisition, this property of cornstarch and water solutions 
has made it a favorite in classrooms for demonstrating non-Newtonian fluid behavior.  In 
Figure 6.1, the steady shear rate viscosity is presented as a function of shear rate for our 
55wt% suspension of cornstarch in water.   
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Figure 6-1: Steady-shear rheology of 55wt% cornstarch in water suspension. 
At a critical shear rate of approximately 18crit sγ −≅ , the viscosity increases 
quickly with increasing shear rate.  The magnitude of shear thickening ceased to increase 
beyond a maximum shear viscosity of approximately 20Pa sη ≅ ⋅ , however, it is unclear 
if the flow is still viscometric at this point or if this plateau is due to slip or failure of the 
fluid within the parallel-plate rheometer.  
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6.3.2 Extensional Rheology 
The filament stretching rheometer described in Section 3.2 was used to conduct a 
series of stretches over a wide range of extension rates.  All experiments were performed 
with an initial aspect ratio of 
0 0
/ 1.0L RΛ = = .  Although, this is the standard for filament 
stretching measurements, the choice of aspect ratio can have a profound effect on one’s 
ability to achieve a homogenous extensional flow everywhere within the fluid filament 
(Yao & Spiegelberg 2000).  In filament stretching, a shear flow occurs near the two 
endplates during the early stages of the experiment.  This strength of this flow and its 
influence on the resulting extensional viscosity measurements has been shown to 
decrease with increasing aspect ratio (McKinley & Sridhar 2002b; Spiegelberg & 
McKinley 1996).  Using a  lubrication analysis valid in the limit that 1.0Λ << , 
Spiegelbert et al. (Spiegelberg & McKinley 1996) showed that the shear rate in the flow 
between the two plates is proportional to 2/γ ε Λ ∼ .  Ideally, an aspect ratio much greater 
than one is desirable to eliminate any effects of shear-thickening from the extensional 
measurements, however, due to gravitational sagging, aspect ratios greater than one were 
not experimentally obtainable (Anna et al 2001).   
To work around this experimental limitation, a test protocol was incorporated 
which consisted of two distinct stretching phases.  The first stretch phase was performed 
at an extension rate of 10.20sε −=  to a final Hencky strain of 0.5ε =  in order to form a 
preliminary fluid filament.  Upon completion of the first phase, a second much faster 
stretch rate between 1 10.3s 7sε− −< <  was immediately imposed and continued until the 
filament fails.  The initial stretch was performed at an extension rate well below the onset 
of extensional thickening where the fluid exhibits a Newtonian response and allowed a 
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fluid filament to develop with limited shearing and little effect on the response of the 
fluid during the second phase of the stretch.  After the initial stretch, the second phase of 
the stretch was essentially imposed on a filament with an aspect ratio 2.6Λ =  thus 
reducing the shear rate near the endplates by a factor of nearly seven.  A series of 
different initial stretch rates and strains were studied in order to optimize the test 
protocol.  Changes to the initial strain rate for 10.20sε −≤  for a given initial strain were 
found to have no appreciable effect on the extensional rheology measured during the 
second phase of stretch.  The final strain of the initial stretch was chosen to be as large as 
possible without encountering capillary drainage effects.  This protocol was used for all 
of the FiSER experiments presented in this paper.  All of the extensional viscosity and 
strain measurements are reported for the second phase of the stretch only.  
In Figure 6.2, a representative plots of extensional viscosity as a function of 
accumulated Hencky strain is presented for a series of extension rates, varying from 
1
0.3sε −=  to 17sε −= . Below an extension rate of 10.30sε −<  the force exerted on the 
endplates was below the resolution of the 10g force transducer.  As seen in all of Figure 
3, no strain hardening is observed at low strain rates.  Although, a clear zero shear rate 
viscosity was not observed in the shear rheology, based on an approximate zero shear rate 
viscosity of 
0
30Pa sη ≈ ⋅ , a Newtonian response of Tr = 3 should result in an extensional 
viscosity of 100Pa sEη ≈ ⋅ .  This is consistent with the low extension rate measurements 
presented in Figure 6.2.  In this regime, a steady-state value of the extensional rheology is 
achieved which is essentially insensitive to changes in extension rate.  As shown in the 
high-speed image in Figure 6.3a, the fluid filament drains and eventually fails through 
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capillary-driven pinch off. Above an extension rate of 10.30sε −> , but below an 
extension rate of 11.0sε −< , the fluid begins to strain harden and the extensional viscosity 
begins to increase with increasing extension rate.   
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Figure 6-2: Transient extensional viscosity of 55wt% cornstarch in water. The data include 
stretches performed at extension rates of ■ 
10.3sε −= , Ο 10.5sε −= , ▲ 10.6sε −= ,  

10.9sε −= and ♦ 12.0sε −= . 
 
As was seen previously for suspensions of shear-thickening fumed silica particles 
(Chellamuthu et al 2009a), the speed and magnitude of the strain hardening increases 
remarkably quickly with extension rate. Because the extensional viscosity did not always 
reach steady state before the end of the stretch, the maximum value of the extensional 
viscosity is presented in Figure 6-4 as a function of extension rate.  The extensional 
viscosity for the cornstarch in water suspensions shows a sharp extensional thickening 
transition which is very similar in magnitude and form to the shear thickening transition 
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observed in steady shear flows.  As seen in Figure 6-3b, this region is characterized by 
the formation of long elastic fluid filaments similar to those observed in filament 
stretching measurements of polymeric fluids and wormlike micelle solutions (Chen & 
Rothstein 2004; McKinley & Sridhar 2002b).  At these extension rates, the filament tends 
to fail through a pinch off near the bottom endplate before a significant amount of strain 
can be accumulated.   
                                      
a)
c)
b)
 
 
Figure 6-3: High speed images of 55wt% cornstarch in water suspension being stretched.  The 
images demonstrate a) the Newtonian response of the fluid filament at a low extension rate of 
10.3sε −= , b) the strain hardening response at a moderate extension rate of 10.9sε −=  and c) the 
solid-like brittle fracture of the fluid filament at a large extension rate of 
11.5sε −= . 
 
At these transitional extension rates, the total accumulated Hencky strain and the 
extensional viscosity measured at filament failure fluctuate quite significantly.  This 
accounts for the large error bars on the steady state extensional viscosity measurements 
shown in Figure 6-4 and the tensile stress measurements presented in Figure 6-5.  Above 
a critical extension rate of 11.0sε −> , the maximum extensional viscosity goes through a 
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maximum and begins to decrease with increasing extension rate.  Within this region fluid 
exhibits a glass-like behavior. As seen in Figure 6-3c, the fluid fails through a brittle 
fracture reminiscent of solid failure under extensional loadings well before a steady-state 
extensional viscosity can be reached.  Similar filament failures have been observed for 
heavily crosslinked rubbers and even linear polymer deformed under very high extension 
rates (Joshi & Denn 2004; Malkin & Petrie 1997; Renardy 2004; Vinogradov et al 1975).  
As was observed by a number of researchers in the past (Malkin & Petrie 1997), at very 
high extension rates the fluid filaments experience very little strain before rupture. 
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Figure 6-4:  Maximum extensional viscosity achieved before filament failure for a 55wt% 
cornstarch in water suspension.   
 
However, unlike the work of Vinogradov et al. (Vinogradov et al 1975) who 
worked with polystyrene and polyvinyl chloride, the ultimate strength (or stress at 
failure) of the cornstarch and water suspensions does not decrease with increasing 
extension rate. Instead, Figure 6-5 shows that the ultimate strength levels off above 
11.0sε −>  and the brittle failure of the fluid filament appears to occur at a critical 
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extensional stress of approximately ( ) 15,000Pazz rr cτ τ− ≅ . The constant ultimate 
strength is consistent with the measurements of Smith (Smith 1958) who studied GR-S 
rubbers. This constant value of tensile stress at filament failure accounts for the steady 
decrease of the extensional viscosity with increasing extension rate observed in  Figure 6-
4.  Given a constant tensile stress, Eq. 3 dictates that the extensional viscosity in the 
glassy region should decrease as 1Eη ε −∝  in this glass-like zone.  These observations 
suggests that the physical mechanism for the sharp extensional thickening transition is the 
same as it is in shear; namely particle or clusters of particles forming a jammed 
interconnected network. 
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Figure 6-5:  Maximum tensile stress measured before filament failure in extensional flow for a 
55wt% cornstarch in water suspension.   
 
These extensional rheology results are similar to the recent measurements of shear-
thickening fumed silica nanoparticle suspensions (Chellamuthu et al 2009a).  However, 
unlike the cornstarch in water suspensions, the nanoparticle suspensions did not exhibit a 
glassy response at high extension rates.  The nanoparticle suspensions achieved a steady-
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state extensional viscosity for all extension rates tested and failed not through a brittle 
fracture, but through ductile elasto-capillary failure of the fluid filament.  These 
observations, coupled with the light scattering measurements of Chellamuthu et al. 
(Chellamuthu et al 2009a), suggest that the extensional thickening for the nanoparticle 
suspensions was not due to particle or cluster jamming, but rather due to the formation of 
long string-like clusters of nanoparticles aligned in the flow direction. 
It is interesting to note that although the mechanism for shear and extensional-
thickening appear to be the same, the extensional thickening occurs at rates that are at 
least one order of magnitude less than in shear.  Thus, extensional flow appears to be 
more effective at jamming these suspensions than shear flow.  This observation may be 
surprising at first because such a strong extensional flows might be expected to break 
down weakly aggregated structures. However, the relative rheological enhancement in 
extensional flows as compared to shear flows might be attributable to the lack of rotation 
in extensional flow which could be responsible for slowing the formation or even 
breaking down clusters of particles in shear flows.  Another possibility is that the 
compressive flow in the radial direction may locally increases the packing of the 
cornstarch particles before they are stretched axially.  The compressive flow may be 
responsible for the jamming of the particles. 
To investigate the jamming transition further a series of measurements were made 
using capillary breakup extensional rheometry.  The advantage of this technique, as 
opposed to FiSER, is that the extensional flow is self-driven and not imposed.  Thus the 
fluid is not expected to fail through a brittle fracture, but should drain completely thus 
giving us access to the response of the fluid at much larger Hencky strains. However, as 
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one can observe in the diameter decay of the cornstarch in water suspension presented in 
Figure 6-6, the expected result was not achieved.  The initial decay of the diameter is 
inversely proportional to time and thus follows a Newtonian response as described by 
Papageorgiou (Papageorgiou 1995).  However, after about 0.5s, a knee is observed in the 
diameter data.  At this point, the evolution of the diameter with time slows down to the 
point that the filament appears to have frozen.  Thus, even under capillary-driven 
drainage these cornstarch and water systems jam.  If this were a FiSER experiment, the 
filament would fail at this point, however, for the CaBER experiment the filament simply 
stops evolving.  A close inspection of the data reveals that the filament is not completely 
frozen, but is still evolving with time, albeit very slowly with time.  There are examples 
in the literature where similar CaBER responses were observed.  
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Figure 6-6: Diameter decay measurements for a capillary breakup extensional rheometry 
measurement of a 55wt% cornstarch in water suspension.  The spline used to fit the data and 
calculate the extensional viscosity, ─, is superimposed on top of the experimental data, ○. 
 
Tripathi et al. (Tripathi et al 2000) showed that for polymer solutions where the 
solvent was extremely volatile, that evaporation could cause the fluid to solidify before 
the filament had completely drained.  In our case, the evaporation rate of water over the 
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course of the CaBER experiment is very small and the observations are more likely the 
result of the jamming of cornstarch particles or clusters of particles in the suspension. In 
our case, the evaporation rate of water over the course of the CaBER experiment is very 
small and the observations are more likely the result of the jamming of cornstarch 
particles or clusters of particles in the suspension.  
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Figure 6-7.  Extensional viscosity measurements as a function of a) Hencky strain and b) strain 
rate for the capillary breakup extensional rheometry measurement of a 55wt% cornstarch in water 
suspension.   
A spline was fit to the diameter data and then differentiated with time in order to 
calculated the evolution of the strain, strain rate and extensional viscosity from Equation 
3.9.  The extensional viscosity is plotted against accumulated strain in Figure 8a and 
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against extension rate in Figure 6-7b. At small strains, the extensional viscosity is found 
to be approximately 100Pa sEη ≈ ⋅  which is again approximately the expected Newtonian 
response of Tr = 3.  As the strain approaches ε = 0.425 the extensional viscosity diverges 
reaching a maximum value of approximately, max 16,000Pa sη ≈ ⋅ . It is important to note 
that the exact value of this maximum is sensitive to the precise form of the spline used to 
fit the diameter decay.  This maximum agrees quite well with the maximum value of the 
extensional viscosity measured through FiSER.  If we evaluate the extensional viscosity 
as a function of strain rate, we find that the transition from Newtonian response to 
jamming occurs at around an extension rate of 11.4sε −>  which also agrees quite well 
with the FiSER results. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The extensional properties of shear-thickening cornstarch in water suspension 
were studied using both filament stretching and capillary breakup rheometry.  The shear 
rheology of a series of the 55wt% cornstarch in water suspension demonstrated a shear-
thinning behavior at low strain rates and shear-thicken transition at high shear rates.  The 
shear thickening in these systems is likely due to the formation of large clusters of 
particles that form interconnected jammed network under high shear rates.  These 
observations are consistent with previous work involving similar systems in the literature. 
A series of extensional rheology measurements were performed using filament 
stretching rheometer.  At low extension rates, the fluid exhibited a Newtonian response 
with an extensional viscosity equal to three times the zero shear rate viscosity.  At 
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moderate extension rates, the fluid demonstrated modest strain hardening and the 
formation of a long coherent fluid filament.  However, at a critical extension rate, a 
dramatic increase in both the rate and magnitude of the strain hardening was observed 
with increasing extensional rate.  This observed extensional thickening of the steady-state 
or maximum extensional viscosity was similar in form to the shear thickening response.  
At these high extension rates, the fluid filament did not fail through an elasto-capillary 
necking, but rather through a brittle failure.  This glassy fracture was found to occur at a 
constant value of extensional stress, independent of the imposed extension rate.  These 
observations would suggest that, like in shear, the dramatic increase in strain hardening is 
most likely due to the aggregation of particles or clusters of particles to form an 
interconnected jammed network across the fluid filament with a finite ultimate 
strength.These observations were further reinforced by capillary breakup extensional 
rheometry measurements.  Under capillary breakup measurements the resulting 
extensional flow is self-driven and not imposed making it possible to observe the 
extensional viscosity in the absence of the brittle filament failures observed using FiSER.  
The diameter of the fluid filament was initially observed to decay quite quickly.  
However, at a modest strain, an abrupt deceleration of the diameter decay was observed 
leading to an eventual cessation of the flow and a divergence of the extensional viscosity.  
These observations again reinforce the argument that the extensional thickening and 
brittle failure of the fluid filament is the result of jamming of the cornstarch particles 
under strong extensional flows.  
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CHAPTER 7 
                    EXTENSIONAL FLOW INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION OF  
ISOTACTIC POLY 1-BUTENE USING FILAMENT STRETCHING 
RHEOMETER 
 
 
Before investigating the extensional flow-induced crystallization of poly 1-
butene, we have studied quite a few extensional rheology measurements on model 
polymers. We find the results are not very interesting. Experimental studies on 
extensional flow-induced crystallization are limited compared to shear-induced 
crystallization. To date, most of the experiments on crystallization in extensional flows 
were carried out in polymer processing conditions which involve complicated histories of 
shear and extension. Hence, there is a need for experiments with well-defined extensional 
flow, constant stretch rate and controlled temperature. We have used a filament stretching 
rheometer with custom-built oven to investigate the extensional flow-induced 
crystallization of poly 1-butene. The degree of crystallinty of all the stretched fibers are 
quantified using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements. We have 
showed that there is a critical extension rate above which there is a decrease in the 
crystallinity with increasing extension rate. We have suggested a number of possible 
mechanisms for the decrease in percent crystallinity at higher extension rates. 
7.1 Flow-Induced Crystallization 
It is generally accepted in polymer processing that the crystallization of polymer 
melts can be significantly enhanced by the application of flow. The application of a flow 
during or after crystallization of the polymer melt can produce molecular orientation 
which can dramatically affect the crystallization process. In some cases, flow-induced 
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crystallization (FIC) can reduce the induction time for crystallization by an order of 
magnitude when compared to quiescent state(Haas & Maxwell 1969). Additionally, the 
oriented morphology resulting from FIC can enhance the mechanical properties of the 
final product by several orders of magnitude(McHugh 1995). Elongational flows are very 
important in many polymer processing techniques including fiber spinning, film blowing 
and blow moulding. In this paper, we will focus on the extensional flow-induced 
crystallization. A filament stretching rheometer will be used to impose a transient 
homogenous extensional flow of various strengths and durations on a series of isotactic 
poly 1-butene sample with a range of molecular weights.  
Early works of FIC focused mainly on polymer solutions in stirred vessels 
(Pennings 1965) and rotating cylinder device(Iguchi M 1966). Their results showed that 
unlike polymers crystallized under quiescent conditions which tend to form spherulites, 
polymers crystallized under flow can form a row-nucleated structures colloquially called 
‘shish-kebabs’. Shish-kebabs consists of a central fiber core surrounded by lamellar 
crystalline structures, periodically attached along the cylindrical core.(Pennings 1965)  
Keller et al.(Keller A 1997) and Eder et al. (Eder G 1997) showed that shear and 
extensional flow can facilitate nucleation through the formation of bundles of highly 
oriented chains. A great deal of research has been dedicated to shear-induced 
crystallization of polymer melts (Acierno et al 2003; Eder et al 1990; Eder et al 1989b; 
Elmoumni & Winter 2005; Elmoumni et al 2003; Janeschitz-Kriegl 2003; Janeschitz-
Kriegl et al 2005; Janeschitz-Kriegl et al 2003; Kumaraswamy et al 2002; Pogodina et al 
1999; Seki et al 2002; Winter et al 2001). Take for example the work of Seki et al.(Seki 
et al 2002). They tested the role of long chains in enhancing the shear-induced 
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crystallization kinetics and crystalline morphology using the blends with fractionated 
high molecular weight isotactic polypropylene (PP) and narrow molecular weight 
distribution blended with low molecular weight with PP base. According to their results, 
long chains plays an important role in enhancing the formation of the thread-like 
precursors needed for the formation of shish-kebabs. They demonstrated that the chains 
with weight average molecular weight five times higher than molecular weight of the 
base resin strongly affects the crystallization kinetics and morphology using in-situ rheo-
optical measurements and ex-situ macroscopic observations. Kumaraswamy et al. 
(Kumaraswamy et al 2002) through their rheo-optical studies combined with synchrotron 
wide-angle X-ray diffraction showed evidence of highly oriented crystalline precursors 
by strongly shearing an isotactic polydisperse PP melt. Hadinata et al. (Hadinata et al 
2007) used  an up-shoot in shear viscosity to define a crystallization onset time to 
campare the shear-induced crystallization behaviour of poly-1 butene samples with 
different molecular weight distribution. Their experimental investigations showed shorter 
onset times for higher molecular weight sample. According to their results, the transition 
from plateau to slope region occurs much earlier compared to lower molecular weight 
samples, which agrees with the fact the longer polymer chains crystallize faster under the 
influence of flow.  
Several researchers have proposed that the dimensionless Weissenberg number, 
Wi λγ=  , can be used as an important criterion to classify the strength of FIC (Acierno et 
al 2003; Elmoumni et al 2003; Somani et al 2005; van Meerveld et al 2004). Hereλ  is the 
characteristic relaxation time of the fluid and γ  is the shear rate. Emoumni et 
al.(Elmoumni et al 2003)  used the Weissenberg number to identify the shear-induced 
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transition from isotropic (spherulite) to anisotropic (shish-kebabs) crystal growth. They 
concluded that at Wi < 1, the isotropic (spherulite) crystal growth still prevails due to 
relaxation of the flow-induced molecular conformations. However, even at the low 
Weissenberg numbers the shear flow can increase the nucleation density. At higher strain 
rates, Wi > 1, the melt is oriented which results in anisotropic (shish-kebas) crystal 
growth and a dramatic increase in the nucleation density.   
Only a limited number of researchers have studied the effect of accumulated 
strain on shear-induced crystallization(Chai CH 2004; Elmoumni & Winter 2006; Li & 
de Jeu 2003; Vleeshouwers & Meijer 1996). Vleeshouwers et al. (Vleeshouwers & 
Meijer 1996) demonstrated that longer and longer pre-shearing of the isotactic 
polypropylenes (iPP) at the supercooled state gave shorter and shorter crystallization 
times. According to their results, the accumulated strains of up to γ = 1000 kept reducing 
the crystallization times. Li et al.(Li & de Jeu 2003) used small-angle X-ray scattering 
and wide-angle X-ray diffraction simultaneously to show the formation of oriented 
precursors for crystallization by pre-shearing the iPP melt at a smaller strain of γ = 15. 
They did not report any results for large strain requirements for obtaining the oriented 
precursors for crystallization. Emoumni et al. (Elmoumni & Winter 2006) demonstrated 
using polarized microscopy and light transmittance measurements that the strain 
requirement for iPP crystallization transition from spherulite to shish-kebab occurs at 
Weissenberg numbers of Wi = 1 and total strains of  γ = 600.  According to their results, 
total strains less than 600 leads to spherulitic crystal morphology, where as total strains of 
γ = 600 or higher produce oriented crystal morphology. There is a clear need for 
experiments to investigate the role of extension rate and extensional strain on the flow-
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induced crystallization.Experimental studies on extensional flow-induced crystallization 
are limited compared to shear-induced crystallization. Pennings et al. (Pennings et al 
1970), in his pioneering experiments on the crystallization of polyethylene from xylene 
solutions under extension, showed the formation of shish-kebabs which they attributed to 
the effective orientation of molecules in the elongational flow. According to Hoffman 
and Lauritzen(Hoffman 1961),  the molecular orientation due to the extensional flow 
leads to an effective change of the melt free energy that directly increases the rate of 
nucleation. Janeschitz-Kriegl et al. (Janeschitz-Kriegl et al 2003) demonstrated through  
their experimental studies that the extensional flow can enhance the rate of nucleation.  
To date, most of the experiments on crystallization in extensional flows were 
carried out in polymer processing conditions which involve complicated histories of 
shear and extension. Hence, there is a need for experiments with well-defined extensional 
flow, constant stretch rate and controlled temperature.  
Swartjes et al. (Swartjes 2003)  using a cross slot flow cell device performed a 
comprehensive analysis on stress-induced crystallization in an extensional flow based on 
birefringence and Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS). Their birefringence and 
WAXS measurements  showed the formation of highly oriented fiber-like crystal 
structure, which lasted for 20 min after the cessation of flow. They simulated the 
structure formation results using Leonov and Pompom models. However, in this type of 
experiment, shear gradients do exists close to observation windows, making it difficult to 
deconvolute the effect of shear from extension. More recently, Hadinata et al. (Hadinata 
et al 2007) investigated the effect of elongational flow- induced crystallization of  a high 
molecular weight isotactic poly 1-butene compared to shear-induced crystallization using 
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a Sentmanat extensional Rheometry (SER) fixture from a standard shear rheometer. They 
defined a crystallization onset time as the time at which an increase in extensional 
viscosity was observed. The crystallization onset time for elongation induced 
crystallization was found to occur at one hundredth of the time needed under shear. These 
measurements demonstrate that extensional flow is much more effective at enhancing 
crystallization of polymer melts compared to simple shear flow. Unfortunately, due to the 
sagging of the samples after the flow-induced measurements, they were not able to stop 
the experiment to take samples for DSC measurements that could be used to quantify the 
degree of crystallization.  
A major challenge to extensional flow induced crystallization is to impose a 
homogeneous extension combined with a well-defined temperature protocol. Numerous 
devices including spin line rheometers, opposed jet device, capillary rheometer have been 
used in past to study the extensional behaviour of polymer melts(McKinley & Sridhar 
2002a). Unfortunately, each of these devices is plagued by an unknown prestrain history 
and some degree of shearing in the flow field. It is therefore very difficult to deconvolute 
the effect of shear from those of extension or clearly understand the importance of 
extension rate or accumulated strain on the crystallization dynamics. In this study, a 
Filament Stretching Rheometer (FiSER) with a custom-built oven is used to investigate 
the extensional flow- induced crystallization of  isotactic poly-1 butene melts. A filament 
stretching rheometer with an oven is capable of imposing homogenous uniaxial extension 
and precisely control the temperature with constant extension rate. The main advantage 
of FiSER is that we can probe the effects of extensional flow and accumulated strain in 
enhancing the crystallization dynamics in the absence of shear. 
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7.2  Materials 
Extensional flow-induced crystallization measurements are performed on 
PB401M and PB0200 which are commercial grade poly 1-butene melts. The DP0401M 
has a weight-average molecular weight of, Mw = 176,000 g/mol and a polydispersity of 
5.7. According to the GPC measurements from Basell, it has an isotacticity of 98.8% and 
it contains no nucleating agents. The PB0200 has a Mw = 440,000 g/mol and a 
polydispersity of 11.6. All the samples are provided by Basell in the form of pellets. 
Among several crystal modifications, only form II and form I are known to exist in poly-
1 butene melt crystalline samples under quiescent conditions(Alfonso et al 2001). All the 
melt crystallized samples exist in a kinetically favorable form II crystals, characterized by 
a tetragonal unit cell. The transformation from form II  to form I (stable hexagonal unit 
cell) takes about ten days of ageing at room temperature(Hadinata et al 2007).  
The form I exhibits a higher melting point about 10
o 
C higher than that of form 
II(Alfonso et al 2001). Azurri et al.(Azzurri et al 2003) demonstrated that Form I has a 
higher melting temperature in the range of 118
o
C < TmI < 137
o
C compared to  Form II for 
which 108
o
C < TmII < 127
o 
C TmII for varying molecular weight distributions and 
crystallization temperatures ranging from 80
 o
C-110
 o
C. 
7.3 Filament stretching Rheometry and Experimental Methods 
An oven was designed, fabricated and integrated into the filament stretching 
extensional rheometer. A representative sketch of an custom-built oven within the 
filament stretching rheometer is shown in Figure 1. The oven which encloses the fluid 
filament as it stretches and can reach temperatures in excess of 300ºC. The oven has four 
separate zones divided by horizontal plates to reduce natural convection. Only two zones 
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and divider is shown in Figure 1 for clarity. Each zone is equipped with independent 
temperature control capable of maintaining the desired temperature with an accuracy of ± 
1
o
 C. A filament stretching extensional rheometer (FiSER) capable of imposing a 
homogeneous uniaxial extension on a fluid filament placed between its two endplates, 
was used to make simultaneously measurements of the evolution in the force and the 
midpoint radius. A complete description of the design and operating space of the filament 
stretching rheometer used in these experiments can be found in (McKinley & Sridhar 
2002a; Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1993) and a more detailed history of the technique can be 
found in the following papers by the McKinley and Sridhar groups (Anna & McKinley 
2001b; McKinley & Sridhar 2002a; Tirtaatmadja & Sridhar 1993). 
 In the filament stretching rheometer, an initially cylindrical filament of fluid is 
stretched between two circular endplates. The goal of the drive control system is to 
impose a motion on the endplates, L(t), such that the resulting extension rate experienced 
by the fluid filament ( ) ( )2 / / ,mid midR t dR t dtε = −  is held constant. Here Rmid(t) is the 
midplane radius. The strength of the extensional flow is described by the Weissenberg 
number, Wi λε=  . The total deformation of the fluid element is characterized by the 
Hencky strain, ( )02ln /midR Rε = − , and the midpoint diameter will be measured with a 
laser micrometer mounted on the lower platen programmed to follow the evolution of the 
midpoint of the elongating fluid filament . The elastic tensile stress difference generated 
within the filament, zz rrτ τ− can be calculated from the force measured by the load cell, 
if the weight of the fluid and the surface tension are taken into account while ignoring 
inertial effects(Anna et al 2001). The extensional viscosity may be extracted from the 
principle elastic tensile stress, /E zz rrη τ τ ε= −  , and is often non-dimensionalized as a 
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Trouton ratio, 0ETr η η= . For a Newtonian fluid, Tr = 3, while a non-Newtonian fluid can 
strain harden such that Trouton ratios greater than Tr > 1000 can be achieved for 
Weissenberg numbers greater than one half, Wi > ½ (McKinley & Sridhar 2002b).  
The Janeschitz-Kriegel protocol is used to study the extensional flow induced 
crystallization of the polymer melts. In the Janeschitz-Kriegel protocol(Eder et al 1989a; 
Janeschitz-Kriegl & Eder 1990; Liedauer et al 1993), the sample is initially melted to 
erase it’s thermal history and it is then quenched below the melt temperature, Tm ,to an 
experimental temperature, Tc , for crystallization such that Tc<Tm. At this experimental 
temperature, a well-defined extensional flow is applied for a time much shorter than 
crystal growth time. The goal is to effect the nucleation process, but not to disturb the 
crystal structure with flow. This requires careful choice of careful choice of both Tc and 
the flow rates.  
The magnitude of extension rate prior to crystallization on the polymer melts will 
be varied using our filament stretching rheometer to produce stretches with extension 
rates from 1 10.01 10s sε− −< < . Additionally, the total strain applied to the fluid filament 
was varied from 1 5ε< < . In this study, all the reported results are performed at Tc= 
98
o
C. The fluid is initially melted at a temperature of T = 177
o
C and held there for 20 
minutes to erase all the thermal and mechanical history. It is then quenched to  T = 98
o
C 
at a rate of 10ºC/min. Once the fluid reaches the temperature of T = 98
o
C, it was held at 
that temperature for another minute to insure a uniform temperature profile across the 
fluid filament before the stretch was imposed. All the stretched samples are allowed to 
crystallize post-stretch for 23 minutes at 98
o
C before cutting out a sample from axial 
midpoint of the stretched fibers to test the degree of crystallinty using Differential 
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Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)( TA model DSC 1). The DSC was calibrated with high 
purity indium and benzoic acid and operating under purge nitrogen was used to 
characterize the crystallization behavior all the stretched fibers. All the DSC traces are 
recorded from 25ºC to 180
o
C at a heating rate of 10
o
C/min.  However, prior to the DSC 
measurements, the crystallized samples were stored at room temperature for 10 days to 
allow them to transform from form II crystals in to stable form I crystals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7-1: A schematic diagram of a filament stretching rheometer with custom built oven 
 
7.4 Results and Discussions 
7.4.1 Shear Rheometry 
The oscillatory melt rheology measurements were characterized using a rotational 
rheometer (Stresstech, ATS Rheosystems) with 25mm parallel plate geometry. Sample 
disks were melted directly in the rheometer above the melting point and compressed to 
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establish uniform contact between the sample and rheometer plates. In Figure 2, the 
linear viscoelastic response of both the DP0401M and PB0200 samples is shown. Time-
temperature superposition is used to collapse the data from number of different 
temperatures in to a single master curve for each molecular weight at a reference 
temperature of Tref = 98
o
C. The storage, G’, and loss modulus, G’’, for both the samples 
is representation of a polydisperse linear melt.  
                     
             
Figure 7-2: The oscillatory shear master curves of DP0401M () and PB0200 (	) for a 
reference temperature of T ref = 98
oC. Included in (a) are the solutions of modulus master curves 
with storage modulus  G’ (filled symbols) and loss modulus G”(open symbols) while (b) includes 
complex viscosity master curves. 
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The cross-over point of the G’ and G’’ is indicative of the fluids relaxation time. 
As seen if Figure 2, the PB0200 sample intersects at a lower frequency compared to low 
molecular weight DP0401M indicating that is has a higher relaxation time. Additionally, 
the lower frequency data demonstrate more than an order of magnitude increase (see 
Table1) in the complex shear viscosity of PB0200 sample. By fitting the linear visco-
elastic response of each fluid using a multi-mode Maxwell model, a zero-shear rate 
viscosity, 0η , and an average, avgλ , and longest relaxation time, longλ , can be determined. 
These data are presented in Table 1. For an entangled polymer melt the longest relaxation 
time is the disentangle time, l ong dλ λ= . The viscosity weighed-average relaxation time is 
calculated using the equation 2avg i i i iG Gλ λ λ=∑ ∑  where iG and iλ  are the modulus 
and relaxation time of each mode. Note that it is the longest relaxation time that is of 
primary importance in extensional flows and will be used to evaluate the Weissenberg 
number, longWi λ ε=  , of these experiments (McKinley & Sridhar 2002a). 
7.4.2 Filament Stretching Rheometry 
A series of transient extensional rheology measurements were performed on both 
the DP0401M and the PB0200 samples. In Figure 3, a representative plots of extensional 
viscosity as a function of accumulated Hencky strain is presented for a series of extension 
rates at 98
o
C. As seen in Figure 3, the extensional rheology of both the samples is 
insensitive to all the tested strain rates. Only minimal strain hardening is achieved for all 
the extension rates, which corresponds to the value of Trouton ratio of approximately 
0ETr η η=  10 for DP0401M and about Tr  50 for PB0200. These results are very 
similar to the response reported by Hadinata et al.(Hadinata et al 2007), who showed the 
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extensional rheology of a high molecular weight, poly-1 butene, BR 200, over a similar 
extension rates varying from ε =  0.0001 s-1to ε = 10 s-1 . In the next section, we will 
show that even in the absence of significant extensional thickening the molecular 
orientation and alignment achieved with in the fiber by the filament stretching rheometer 
is sufficient to dramatically affect the crystallization dynamics of these polymers. 
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Figure 7-3: FiSER measurements of the transient extensional viscosity as a function of 
accumulated Hencky strain for different extension rates of poly-1-butene at T = 98 0C. Included  
are the solutions of extension rates of ε  = 0.1s-1 (), 0.03s-1 (), 0.05s-1 (). The open 
symbols corresponds to DP0401M and filled symbols correspons to PB0200. 
 
7.4.3  Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Measurements 
 
A series of DSC measurements were performed on the samples of DP0401M and 
PB0200 stretched over a broad range of extension rates and strains. In Figure 7-4, a 
number of representational DSC curves of the heat flow as a function of temperature are 
shown. The experiments were chosen to compare the results for DP0401M samples with 
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extension rates ranging from 10.01sε −=  to 10.5sε −=  and a fixed strain of 5ε = . 
Additionally, an unstretched sample that was subjected to same temperature protocol is 
also shown in Figure 7-4. When compared to unstretched sample, it is clear from the 
Figure 4 that heat flow significantly increases with the imposition of an extensional flow 
prior to crystallization. 
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Figure 7-4: A pictorial representation of DSC fits with heat flow as a function of temperature. 
Included are the solutions of PB 401M samples with extension ratesε  = 0.01s-1 ( ), 0.04s-1 (), 
0.5 s-1 () and unstretched sample() at a fixed strain of ε = 5. 
 
For the quiescent case, the heat of fusion is 66 J/g , with the imposition of stretch, 
the heat of fusion increases from 77 J/g to 89 J/g with increase in extension rate from 
10.01sε −=  to 10.04sε −= . Additionally, the DSC curves demonstrate an increase in 
melting temperature and a sharpening of the DSC peak with an increasing extension rate 
to 10.04sε −= . This trend is consistent with an increase in the number of nucleation sites 
and trend towards more uniform crystal size in the final solid. Beyond an extension rate 
of 10.04sε −=  the heat of fusion and the peak melting temperature decrease slightly, but 
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remain significantly higher than the quiescent state. These observations clearly 
demonstrates the ability of extensional flows to enhance the nucleation rate and 
crystallization kinetics of the poly 1-butene samples. The decrease in the heat flow for 
higher extension rates suggest that there is an optimal extension rate and strain for which 
extensional flow-induced crystallization produces maximum effect. 
To analyze the DSC measurements more fully, the percent crystallinity is plotted 
in Figure 5 as a function extension rate for DP0401M at a fixed strain of 5ε =  and PB 
0200 at fixed strain of 4ε = . It is clear from Figure 5, the degree of crystallinity 
increases compared to the unstretched sample. However, the increase in crystallinity is 
not a monotonic function of extension rate for either sample. In each case, there is a 
critical extension rate above which a decrease in the crystallinity is observed with 
increasing extension rate. At very large extension rates, the degree of crystallinity appears 
to plateau at a value of approximately 58% and 49% for the DP0401M and PB0200 
respectively. For the case of DP0401M, the percent crystallinity increases from 46% to 
63% with increase in extension rate from the quiescent state to 10.05sε −= . This 
remarkable increase of nearly 50% above the quiescent case for the DP0401M. A similar 
increase of more than 25% is observed for PB0200 over the same change of extension 
rates. The increase in percent crystallinity is presumably due to the effective orientation 
of long chains with extension rate which enhances the thread-like precursors which is 
responsible for the formation of the crystals in a shish-kebab morphology. As shown in 
Figure 5, the DSC trends for PB0200 is very similar when compared to DP0401M. 
Unlike DP0401M, which showed enhanced crystallization even at the lowest extension 
rates tested, the percent crystallinity of the PB0200 is insensitive to the changes in 
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extension rate until the extension rate of 10.04sε −= . At the lower extension rates, the 
flow is not fast enough to induce significant polymer alignment and polymer chains relax 
back to their undeformed state.  
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Figure 7-5:  Percent crystallinity as a function of extension rate for isotactic poly-1-butene 
samples at T = 98 0C . Included in (a) are the solutions for DP0401M () at a fixed strain of ε  
=5.0 and PB 0200 () at a fixed strain of ε  =4.0.  
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This can be seen if the data is plotted against the extensional Weissenberg number 
as seen in Figure 5b. Note that the Weissenberg number is evaluated using the longest 
relaxation time. It should be noted that in shear-induced crystallization a Weissenberg 
number defined with a viscosity weighted-average relaxation time, avgλ , is the more 
appropriate choice. This average relaxation time can be much smaller than longest 
relaxation time for polydisperse systems and as a result the critical shear rate, 
C
γ , needed 
to enhance crystallization is much larger than the extension rate, cε  even though the 
Weissenberg number is essentially the same. 
In Figure 7-5b, the peak in the percent crystallinity for the PB0200 is observed to 
occur at a Weissenberg number of Wi ≅ 0.5. At this Weissenberg number, the polymer 
chains experience a coil-stretch transition that can result in a significant deformation and 
alignment of the polymers in the stretch direction which in turn promote nucleation and 
growth of the polymer crystals. The presence of this peak at a Weissenberg number of Wi 
=0.5 may have been a bit fortuitous. For the DP0401M, the peak is found at a slightly 
higher Weissenberg number. This is likely due to the difficulty in identifying the proper 
relaxation time to be used for evaluating the Weissenberg number for these highly 
polydisperse samples. In either case, the qualitative conclusion is same. A Weissenberg 
number order Wi 1 is needed to deform the polymer if extensional-flow induced 
crystallization is to be achieved. 
In Figure 7-6, the peak melting temperature for DP0401M calculated from the 
DSC measurements is plotted as a function of extension rate. The melting temperature of 
the stretched samples increases from Tm = 132
o
C to 135
o
C with increase in extension rate 
from 10.01sε −= to 10.05sε −=  compared to unstreched sample with melting temperature 
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of Tm =129
o
C.  The results are in very good agreement with the trends in the crystallinty 
measurements shown in Figure 7-5. The increase in peak melting temperature with 
critical extension rate confirms the ability of extensional flows to increase the number of 
nucleation sites and decrease the size of the final crystal. The decrease in peak melting 
temperature after the critical extension rate suggests the existence of larger shish kebabs 
at higher extension rates. Additionally, the standard deviation of peaks decreases with 
increasing extension which is indicative of a more uniform sized final crystal with 
increasing extension rate. All of these trends are reversed for extension rates higher than 
the critical. 
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Figure 7-6: Peak melting temperature as a function of extension rate for isotactic poly 1- butene 
samples at T = 980C . Included are the solutions for DP0401M () at a fixed strain of ε  =5.0 and 
PB 0200 ()  at a fixed strain of ε  =4.0.  
 
Beyond the critical extension rate the melt temperature for the DP0401M returns to Tm 
=130
o
C. This value is still larger than the quiescent case, but well below the maximum 
observed value. The origins of these trends with extension rate will be discussed in the 
subsequent section. In order to quantify the effect of the accumulated strain on the 
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crystallization under uniaxial extensional flow, a series of measurements were made at a 
fixed extension rate, but over a wide range of strains. In order to have enough material for 
DSC measurements, the experiments were limited to strains of 6.0ε = . The percent 
crystallinty as a function of Hencky strains is plotted in Figure 7 at a fixed extension rate 
for both the DP0401M and PB0200 samples. The data for DP0401M is presented in 
Figure 7-7, at a fixed extension rate of 10.05sε −= .  
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Figure 7-7: Percent crystallinity as a function of series of strains for isotactic poly-1-butene 
samples. Included are the solutions for DP0401M at a fixed extension rate of 
10.05sε −= and 
10.5sε −= . 
 
The percent crystallinity is found to increase gradually with increasing strain; 
growing from 57% to 71% with increase in fixed Hencky strain for 2.0ε =  to 4ε = . 
This increase in percent crystallinty with increase in strain demonstrates the sensitivity of 
extensional flows with respect to strains in enhancing the nucleation rate and 
crystallization kinetics. Above a strain of approximately 4ε = , the percent crystallinity 
saturates as the extensional viscosity and polymer deformation reaches a steady-state 
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under these flow conditions. Additionally, even at the fixed Hencky strain of 2ε =  there 
is a significant increase in % crystallinty compared to unstretched sample which suggests 
that the nucleation density may have already increased drastically even under moderate 
strains. 
They demonstrated that the onset time for crystallization of a high molecular 
weight  poly-1 butene decreases with increasing extension rate. Similar observations have 
been made in our experiments, although they were only through qualitative monitoring of 
the fluid filament’s gloss and opacity during the crystallization processes. However, as 
shown in Figure 5, although the filaments might crystallize more quickly with increasing 
extension rate, we observed a maximum in the percent crystallinity at the extension rate 
of 10.1sε −=  and 10.05sε −=  for PB0200 and DP0401M samples respectively. A similar 
maximum was not observed with strain.  
There are a number of possible explanations for the presence of the maximum in 
the data and the decrease of crystallinity with increasing extension rate beyond a critical 
extension rate. First, we note that the time scales of these experiments are found to be 
close to crystallization onset times observed in Hadinata et al.(Hadinata et al 2007). This 
observation suggests that the extensional flow might be deforming the nucleated and 
nucleating crystals and violating the Janeschitz-Kriegel protocol. For instance, at the 
Hencky strain of 4ε = , using a polymer very similar to our PB0200 Hadinata et 
al.(Hadinata et al 2007) found crystallization onset time for the extension rate of 
10.1sε −=  is approximately 30 seconds. In our experiments, for PB0200 the duration of 
the experiment for the same strain and extension rate is approximately about 20 seconds. 
We, however, feel that this mechanism is unlike the cause of the observed maximum 
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because unlike Hadinata et al.(Hadinata et al 2007), a sharp increase in the extensional 
viscosity, indicative of crystallization during the stretch, was not observed in any of our 
experiments. Additionally, we did not observe a maximum in crystallinty with strain or 
equivalently duration of the experiment. 
The observed maximum crystallinty might also be due to the high polydispersity 
of the samples. At lower extension rates, the initial configuration of the oriented chains 
responsible for the formation of shish-kebabs can change with extension rate. The 
orientation and deformation of the progressively smaller chains as the extension rate is 
increased could have affect the crystal size distribution of the shish-kebabs due to the 
change in the initial configuration of the chains at the nucleation sight. However, if we 
were indeed crystallizing more of the lower molecular weight polymers in the melt. One 
might expect the degree of crystallinity to go up not down as the results for our two 
different average molecular weight samples clearly demonstrate both in the quiescent and 
flow induced conditions. It is clear that the effect of molecular weight can not be 
discounted until measurement of extensional flow induced crystallization is performed on 
monodisperse samples. We hope to perform these measurements in the near future. 
Another possibility is that increasing extension rate promotes the inclusion of 
entanglement points and defects in the nucleation sights.We feel that the maximum and 
subsequent plateau of the crystallinity with increasing extension rate is most likely the 
result of the finite time it takes nucleation to occur.  
As the extension rate increases the polymers are deformed and oriented. The 
increased extension rate also increases the number of chances for the extended chains to 
interact. However, increasing the extension also reduces the time that two extended 
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chains have to crystallize before the flow moves the chains apart. At the critical extension 
rate, the time scale of the flow becomes faster than the time scale for crystallization and 
the crystallization of melt decreases. One might expect that this decrease might continue 
on until the quiescent crystallinity is regained at higher extension rates. However a 
plateau is observed in the data at large extension rates. The plateau is likely due to the 
nucleation of crystals not during the flow, but just subsequent to the flow while the chains 
are deformed and are beginning to relax back to their equilibrium state. Evidence for this 
mechanism is perhaps most apparent in Figure 7-5. There the data for both the polymers 
and the critical extension rate overlap when compared by extension rate, but not if 
compared by Weissenberg number. This suggest that the relaxation time is not the proper 
choice to non-dimensionalize the extension rate, but rather a charectersitic time scale 
should be used that is consistent for both melts. The time to crystallize the initial 
nucleation sight might be just such a timescale. 
7.5  Conclusions 
The extensional flow-induced crystallization of two commercial grade poly 1-
butene DP0401M and PB0200 samples are investigated using filament stretching 
rheometer as a function of extension rate and accumulated Hencky strains. All the 
rheology measurements are performed at a reference temperature of Tref = 98
o
C. The 
shear rheology of the PB0200 samples demonstrated a higher relaxation time and higher 
complex viscosity compared to low molecular weight DP0401M sample. These 
observations are consistent with previous work involving similar polydisperse linear 
melt.A series of transient extensional rheology measurements were performed on both the 
DP0401M and the PB0200 samples. The extensional rheology of both the samples is 
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insensitive to all the tested strain rates. Only minimal strain hardening is achieved for all 
the extension rates, which corresponds to the value of Trouton ratio of approximately 
Tr 10 for DP0401M and about 50 for Pb0200. These results are very similar to the 
response reported by Hadinata et al.(Hadinata et al 2007), who showed the extensional 
rheology of a high molecular weight, poly-1 butene, BR 200, over a similar extension 
rates varying from ε =  0.0001 s-1to ε = 10 s-1. We believe that even in the absence of 
significant extensional thickening the molecular orientation and alignment achieved with 
in the fiber by the filament stretching rheometer is sufficient to dramatically affect the 
crystallization dynamics of these polymers. 
 
To quantify the percent crystallinity achieved in the stretched polymers, a series 
of DSC measurements were performed on the samples of DP0401M and PB0200 
stretched over a broad range of extension rates and strains. The degree of crystallinity 
increases compared to the unstretched sample. However, the increase in crystallinity is 
not a monotonic function of extension rate for either sample. In each case, there is a 
critical extension rate above which a decrease in the crystallinity is observed with 
increasing extension rate. At very large extension rates, the degree of crystallinity appears 
to plateau at a value of approximately 58% and 49% for the DP0401M and PB0200 
respectively. For the case of DP0401M, the percent crystallinity increases from 46% to 
63% with increase in extension rate from 10.0sε −=  to 10.05sε −= . There is a remarkable 
increase of nearly 50% above the quiescent case for the DP0401M and more than 25% 
for the PB0200. The increase in percent crystallinity is presumably due to the effective 
orientation of long chains with extension rate which enhances the thread-like precursors 
which is responsible for the formation of the crystals in a shish-kebab morphology. 
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In order to quantify the effect of the accumulated strain on the crystallization 
under uniaxial extensional flow, a series of measurements were made at a fixed extension 
rate, but over a wide range of strains. For DP0401M, at a fixed extension rate of 
10.05sε −=  the percent crystallinity increases gradually with increasing strain; growing 
from 57 to 71 with increase in fixed Hencky strain for 2 to 4. Above a strain of 
approximately 4ε = , the percent crystallinity saturates as the extensional viscosity and 
polymer deformation reaches a steady-state under these flow conditions. Additionally, 
even at the fixed Hencky strain of 2 there is a significant increase in % crystallinty 
compared to unstretched sample which suggests that the nucleation density may have 
already increased drastically even under moderate strains. 
The observed decrease in percent crystallinty after the critical extension rate of 
10.1sε −=  and 10.05sε −= might be due to the following mechanisms. number of chains. 
At lower extension rates, the initial configuration of the oriented chains responsible for 
the formation of shish-kebabs can change with extension rate. The orientation and 
deformation of the progressively smaller chains as the extension rate is increased could 
have affect the crystal size distribution of the shish-kebabs due to the change in the initial 
configuration of the chains at the nucleation sight. As the extension rate increases the 
polymers are deformed and oriented. The increased extension rate also increases the 
number of chances for the extended chains to interact. However, increasing the extension 
also reduces the time that two extended chains have to crystallize before the flow moves 
the chains apart. At the critical extension rate, the time scale of the flow becomes faster 
than the time scale for crystallization and the crystallization of melt decreases. One might 
expect that this decrease might continue on until the quiescent crystallinity is regained at 
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higher extension rates. However a plateau is observed in the data at large extension rates. 
The plateau is likely due to the nucleation of crystals not during the flow, but just 
subsequent to the flow while the chains are deformed and are beginning to relax back to 
their equilibrium state. 
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CHAPTER 8 
                                                  THESIS CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this thesis, we have investigated the extensional rheology of three important classes of 
complex fluids namely: wormlike micelle surfactant solutions, suspensions and polymers.  
Firstly, we have used filament stretching extensional rheometer and capillary 
breakup extensional rheometer to measure the effect of branching on the extensional 
rheology of a series of wormlike micelle solutions.  The experiments are performed using 
a series of linear and branched wormlike micelle solutions consisting of sodium oleate 
(NaOA) and octyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (C8TAB).  The ratio of NaOA to 
C8TAB is fixed at 70/30 while the total surfactant concentration is varied.  The shear 
rheology of wormlike micelle solutions is found to demonstrate a maximum in shear 
viscosity at 4wt% followed by a sharp decrease in viscosity with increasing surfactant 
concentration.  It has been shown through cryo-TEM imaging that the maximum in the 
shear viscosity for these fluids corresponds to the transition from linear entangled to 
branched micelles.  The extensional rheology measurements for all of the wormlike 
micelle solutions below 4wt% demonstrated some degree of strain hardening of the 
extensional viscosity, however, beyond 4wt% little strain hardening is observed.  The 
maximum value of the Trouton ratio is found to decay rapidly with increasing micelle 
concentration, starting from values of nearly Tr ≈ 1000 at a concentration of 2wt% and 
approaching an asymptote close to Newtonian limit of Tr ≈ 3 for concentrations of 4wt% 
and above.  These results are most likely due to the additional stress relief mechanisms 
available to branched micelles which appear to be extremely efficient in extensional 
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flows.  These stress relief mechanisms include the fast and fluid sliding of branch points 
along the length of the micelle and the increased occurrence of ‘ghost-like’ crossing of 
micelles at entanglement points with increasing surfactant concentration.  These 
observations demonstrate how sensitive the extensional rheology of wormlike micelles is 
to branching. 
Secondly, the extensional properties of shear-thickening nanoparticle suspensions 
are investigated as a function of concentration and extension rate. The experiments are 
performed using a series of colloidal suspensions consisting of concentrations of 
17.5wt%, 25wt% and 30wt% of fumed silica nanoparticles in polypropylene glycol. The 
shear rheology of these suspensions was found to demonstrate dynamic shear thickening 
behavior owing to the formation of large hydrodynamic clusters. The critical value of 
angular frequency for the onset of shear-thickening was found to increase monotonically 
with decreased strain amplitude. The extensional rheology of all the tested suspensions 
demonstrated modest strain hardening at low strain rates. At a critical extension rate, a 
dramatic increase in both the speed and magnitude of the strain hardening is observed for 
both the 25wt% and 30wt% suspensions with increasing extensional rate. The steady 
state extensional viscosity as a function of extension rate shows sharp extensional 
thickening transition very similar to shear flows. The increase in strain hardening is likely 
due to the formation of strings and clusters ordered in the flow direction. This hypothesis 
is confirmed by small angle light scattering measurements of the flow of the nanoparticle 
suspension through a microfluidic hyperbolic contraction. The degree of alignment of 
nanoparticles is quantified from the analysis of the scattering patterns and found to 
increase significantly with increasing extension rate. 
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Additionally, to compare the physical mechanism responsible for extensional 
thickening in nanoparticle suspensions, we have tested the extensional rheology of shear-
thickening suspension of cornstarch in water. The experiments are performed at a 
concentration of 55wt%. The shear rheology of these suspensions demonstrates a strong 
shear thickening behavior. The extensional rheology of the suspensions demonstrates a 
Newtonian response at low extension rates. At moderate strain rates, the fluids strain 
hardens.  The speed of the strain hardening and the extensional viscosity achieved 
increase quickly with increasing extension rate.  Above a critical extension rate, the 
extensional viscosity goes through a maximum and the fluid filaments fail through a 
brittle fracture at a constant tensile stress.  The glassy response of the suspension is likely 
the result of jamming of particles or clusters of particles at these high extension rates.  
This same mechanism is responsible for the shear thickening of these suspensions.  In 
capillary breakup extensional rheometry measurement of these suspensions demonstrate a 
divergence in the extensional viscosity as the fluid stops draining after a modest strain is 
accumulated.   
Finally, a filament stretching rheometer with custom-built oven is used to 
investigate the extensional flow-induced crystallization of two commercial grade isotactic 
poly 1-butene samples. The degree of crystallinty of the stretched fibers is quantified 
using differential scanning calorimetry measurements as a function of extension rate and 
accumulated Hencky strains. All the measurements are performed using the Janeschitz-
Kriegel protocol. The samples are first melted to erase their thermal and mechanical 
history. They are then quickly quenched to T = 98
o
 C after which the stretch is imposed. 
The deformed filament is then allowed to crystallize fully at T = 98
o
 C.  The extensional 
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rheology of both the samples shows only minimal strain hardening. For the case of the 
lower molecular weight sample, the percent crystallinity increases from 46% under 
quiescent conditions to a maximum of 63% at an extension rate of 10.05sε −= . This 
corresponds to an increase of nearly 50% above the quiescent case. The high molecular 
weight sample shows similar trends achieving an increase in crystallinity of 25%. The 
experiments show an optimal extension rate for which the extensional flow has the 
maximum impact on the polymer crystallinity. The percent crystallinity of both the 
samples are observed to increase with increasing strain for a fixed extension rate. The 
observed increase in crystallinity is likely due to the increasing orientation and 
deformation of long polymer chains in extensional flows which enhances the thread-like 
precursors which is responsible for the formation of the crystals in the so-called shish-
kebab morphology.  
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